The audience will remain seated during the Processional and Recessional. Out of consideration for others, please limit seat reservations to one seat per person already present.

Texas State University
Spring Commencement

Thursday, May 8, 2014
10:00 a.m.
Strahan Coliseum

Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

Processional Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, Op. 39
Sir Edward Elgar, Composer (Arr. Lindsey)

Musical Introduction National Anthem
John Stafford Smith, Composer (Arr. Slechta)
Led by Ms. Kayla E. Pendergraft

Welcome and Introductions Provost Bourgeois

Special Music A Texas State of Mind
Dr. Joseph Stuessy, Composer
Performed by the Texas State Ceremonial Brass
Conducted by Dr. Caroline Beatty, School of Music

Remarks Dr. Denise M. Trauth
President

Conferring of Degrees President Trauth

Diploma Presentations Master’s Candidates, College of Fine Arts and Communication
Bachelor’s Candidates, College of Fine Arts and Communication

Closing Music Texas State Alma Mater
Jessie Sayers, Composer
Led by Mr. Richard L. Trammell

Recessional Water Music
G. F. Handel, Composer

The audience will remain seated during the Processional and Recessional. Out of consideration for others, please limit seat reservations to one seat per person already present.
Texas State University
Spring Commencement

Thursday, May 8, 2014
2:00 p.m.
Strahan Coliseum

Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

Processional  Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, Op. 39
Sir Edward Elgar, Composer (Arr. Lindsey)

Musical Introduction  National Anthem
John Stafford Smith, Composer (Arr. Slechta)
Led by Ms. Kayla E. Pendergraft

Welcome and Introductions  Provost Bourgeois

Special Music  A Texas State of Mind
Dr. Joseph Stuessy, Composer
Performed by the Texas State Ceremonial Brass
Conducted by Dr. Caroline Beatty, School of Music

Remarks  Dr. Denise M. Trauth
President

Conferring of Degrees  President Trauth

Diploma Presentations  Doctoral Candidates, College of Applied Arts

Master’s Candidates, College of Applied Arts

Bachelor’s Candidates, College of Applied Arts

Closing Music  Texas State Alma Mater
Jessie Sayers, Composer
Led by Mr. Richard L. Trammell

Recessional  Water Music
G. F. Handel, Composer

The audience will remain seated during the Processional and Recessional.
Out of consideration for others, please limit seat reservations to one seat per person already present.
Texas State University
Spring Commencement

Thursday, May 8, 2014
6:00 p.m.
Strahan Coliseum

Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

Processional  Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, Op. 39
Sir Edward Elgar, Composer (Arr. Lindsey)

Musical Introduction  National Anthem
John Stafford Smith, Composer (Arr. Slechta)
Led by Ms. Kayla E. Pendergraft

Welcome and Introductions  Provost Bourgeois

Special Music  A Texas State of Mind
Dr. Joseph Stuessy, Composer
Performed by the Texas State Ceremonial Brass
Conducted by Dr. Caroline Beatty, School of Music

Remarks  Dr. Denise M. Trauth
President

Conferring of Degrees  President Trauth

Diploma Presentations  Master’s Candidates, McCoy College of Business Administration
Bachelor’s Candidates, McCoy College of Business Administration

Closing Music  Texas State Alma Mater
Jessie Sayers, Composer
Led by Mr. Richard L. Trammell

Recessional  Water Music
G. F. Handel, Composer

The audience will remain seated during the Processional and Recessional.
Out of consideration for others, please limit seat reservations to one seat per person already present.
Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

**Processional**  *Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, Op. 39*  
Sir Edward Elgar, Composer (Arr. Lindsey)

**Musical Introduction**  *National Anthem*  
John Stafford Smith, Composer (Arr. Slechta)  
Led by Ms. Kayla E. Pendergraft

**Welcome and Introductions**  Provost Bourgeois

**Special Music**  *A Texas State of Mind*  
Dr. Joseph Stuessy, Composer  
Performed by the Texas State Ceremonial Brass  
Conducted by Dr. Caroline Beatty, School of Music

**Remarks**  Dr. Denise M. Trauth  
President

**Conferring of Degrees**  President Trauth

**Diploma Presentations**  Doctoral Candidates, College of Education  
Specialist and Master’s Candidates, College of Education  
Bachelor’s Candidates, College of Education; University College

**Closing Music**  *Texas State Alma Mater*  
Jessie Sayers, Composer  
Led by Mr. Richard L. Trammell

**Recessional**  *Water Music*  
G. F. Handel, Composer

*The audience will remain seated during the Processional and Recessional. Out of consideration for others, please limit seat reservations to one seat per person already present.*
Texas State University
Spring Commencement

Friday, May 9, 2014
2:00 p.m.
Strahan Coliseum

Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

Processional  
Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, Op. 39  
Sir Edward Elgar, Composer (Arr. Lindsey)

Musical Introduction  
National Anthem  
John Stafford Smith, Composer (Arr. Slechta)  
Led by Ms. Kayla E. Pendergraft

Welcome and Introductions  
Provost Bourgeois

Special Music  
A Texas State of Mind  
Dr. Joseph Stuessy, Composer  
Performed by the Texas State Ceremonial Brass  
Conducted by Dr. Caroline Beatty, School of Music

Remarks  
Dr. Denise M. Trauth  
President

Conferring of Degrees  
President Trauth

Diploma Presentations  
Doctoral Candidates, College of Science and Engineering  
Master’s Candidates, College of Science and Engineering; College of Education  
Bachelor’s Candidates, College of Science and Engineering; College of Education

Closing Music  
Texas State Alma Mater  
Jessie Sayers, Composer  
Led by Mr. Richard L. Trammell

Recessional  
Water Music  
G. F. Handel, Composer

The audience will remain seated during the Processional and Recessional.
Out of consideration for others, please limit seat reservations to one seat per person already present.
Texas State University
Spring Commencement

Saturday, May 10, 2014
10:00 a.m.
Strahan Coliseum

Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

Processional

Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, Op. 39
Sir Edward Elgar, Composer (Arr. Lindsey)

Musical Introduction

National Anthem
John Stafford Smith, Composer (Arr. Slechta)
Led by Ms. Kayla E. Pendergraft

Welcome and Introductions

Provost Bourgeois

Special Music

A Texas State of Mind
Dr. Joseph Stuessy, Composer
Performed by the Texas State Ceremonial Brass
Conducted by Dr. Caroline Beatty, School of Music

Remarks

Dr. Denise M. Trauth
President

Presentation of Honorary Degrees

Dr. Trauth
Presented to Mr. William D. Wittliff, Doctor of Letters
and Mrs. Sally B. Wittliff, Doctor of Letters

Address

Mr. Carter Smith

Conferring of Degrees

President Trauth

Diploma Presentations

Doctoral Candidates, College of Liberal Arts

Master’s Candidates, College of Liberal Arts

Bachelor’s Candidates, College of Liberal Arts

Closing Music

Texas State Alma Mater
Jessie Sayers, Composer
Led by Mr. Richard L. Trammell

Recessional

Water Music
G. F. Handel, Composer

The audience will remain seated during the Processional and Recessional.
Out of consideration for others, please limit seat reservations to one seat per person already present.
During today’s commencement ceremony, honorary doctoral degrees will be awarded to Sally and Bill Wittliff of Austin. They will both receive the Doctor of Letters, honoris causa.

Sally Wittliff is an Austin attorney with a general practice. Born in New York, NY, she spent most of her childhood in Washington, D.C., moved to San Antonio during her high school year, and has been in Texas ever since. She is a member of many civic organizations, a Fellow of the Texas Bar Foundation, and a member of the Austin Bar Association Foundation.

Bill Wittliff is a distinguished writer, film producer, and photographer whose images have been published in three monographs as well as in A Book on the Making of Lonesome Dove (2012). As a screenwriter and producer, his credits include The Black Stallion, Legends of the Fall, The Perfect Storm and Lonesome Dove, among others.

In 1986, Sally and Bill co-founded the Wittliff Collections at Texas State University. The couple raised half of the funding and personally provided the other half that permitted Texas State to acquire a 1555 edition of Cabeza de Vaca’s La relación y comentarios, one of the rarest books in the world and the single most prized possession of the university’s Albert B. Alkek Library.

In addition to their gifts to the Wittliff Collections, including rare and unique archival items, thousands of photographic prints and negatives, and extensive literary papers and artifacts, Sally and Bill have sought out and purchased important materials they then donated to the Collections. Sally and Bill have also continued their ongoing efforts to convince leading artists of Texas and the Southwest to place their papers and materials at the Wittliff Collections. Through these efforts, the Wittliff Collections now includes pieces from writers such as Cormac McCarthy, Sam Shepard, Larry McMurtry, Stephen Harrigan, Larry L. King, Beverly Lowry, and Bud Shrake; photographers such as Kate Breakey Keith Carter, Graciela Iturbide, and Russell Lee; and songwriters such as Willie Nelson and Jerry Jeff Walker. In the years since its founding, the Wittliff Collections has become an internationally recognized repository.

The Wittliffs are also responsible for two important and inspiring statues on the Texas State campus: one honoring the writer John Graves at the Wittliff Collections, and the Vaquero statue on Old Main Plaza, which pays homage to the important enduring Hispanic culture in Texas.

Sally and Bill Wittliff have been true partners in a remarkable success story.
Honorary Degrees at Texas State

**WILLIAM D. AND SALLY B. WITTLIFF, 2014**

On Saturday, May 10, 2014, William D. Wittliff and Sally B. Wittliff will be awarded the fourteenth and fifteenth honorary doctorates conferred by Texas State University, receiving the Doctor of Letters, honoris causa. In 1986, Sally and Bill co-founded the Wittliff Collections at Texas State University. In the years since its founding, the Wittliff Collections has become an internationally recognized repository for photography, literary papers and other rare, unique and important artifacts. The Wittliffs are also responsible for two important and inspiring statues on the Texas State campus: one honoring the writer John Graves at the Wittliff Collections, and the *Vaquero* statue on Old Main Plaza, which pays homage to the important enduring Hispanic culture in Texas.

**LYndon Baines Johnson, 1962**

Texas State awarded its first honorary doctorate in 1962, when we conferred upon Lyndon Baines Johnson the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. At the time, Mr. Johnson was vice president of the United States and had already served as a United States representative and a United States senator. He would go on, of course, to serve as president of the United States, the only president to have graduated from a Texas university. Mr. Johnson graduated from Texas State in 1930.

**Lady Bird Johnson, 1983**

The second recipient of an honorary doctorate from Texas State was Lady Bird Johnson. She received a Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa, in 1983. Mrs. Johnson was honored as a beloved former first lady of the United States, a dedicated friend of Texas State and as a remarkable woman who devoted her time and energy to projects beneficial to Texas and the nation. Her personal warmth and strength brought her special recognition among former first ladies of the United States.

**Gilbert M. Grosvenor, 2000**

Texas State’s third honorary doctorate was conferred upon Gilbert M. Grosvenor, who received the Doctor of Geographic Education, honoris causa, in 2000. As a former editor of National Geographic magazine and longtime president of the National Geographic Society, Grosvenor’s name is synonymous with geographic education. He also played a pivotal role in helping Texas State secure its Ph.D. program in geographic education, the first such degree at this university. He has also allowed his name to be highlighted in the university’s Gilbert M. Grosvenor Center for Geographic Education and Grosvenor Distinguished Lecture Series in Geographic Education.

**Roy F. and Joann Cole Mitte, 2005**

Roy F. and Joann Cole Mitte were the fourth and fifth recipients of honorary degrees in 2005, both receiving the Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa. Both are recipients of the Texas State University Distinguished Alumnus Award. They founded the Roy F. and Joann Cole Mitte Foundation and have been recognized internationally for their philanthropy.
Country music superstar George Strait, Class of 1979, received the Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa, at a private ceremony in 2006. Our most prominent living graduate, Mr. Strait by 2006 had had at least one single in the Top 10 every year since his first, “Unwound,” in 1981. He had sold more than 62 million albums, including 13 multi-platinum, 30 platinum and 33 gold albums. He held the Country Music Association record for most nominations with a total of 73 and was CMA Vocalist of the Year five times, the only artist in history to be so honored in two different decades. And the honors keep coming.

Emmett and Miriam McCoy received the seventh and eighth honorary doctorates conferred by the university in 2008, both receiving the Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. Mr. and Mrs. McCoy are donors of a transformational $20 million gift to the university, the largest donation in our history. In recognition of their generosity, the College of Business Administration and the 125,000-square-foot building that is its home were named for them. The McCoy Endowment provides three endowed chairs, five professorships, faculty and student development support, undergraduate scholarships, graduate fellowships and program enhancement.

Bruce and Gloria Ingram received the ninth and tenth honorary doctorates conferred by Texas State, both receiving the Doctor of Laws, honoris causa, in 2009. Since 2006, the Ingrams have donated $9 million to Texas State in support of engineering programs. Those gifts have provided an endowed chair, two endowed professorships, faculty development support and merit-based and need-based endowed scholarships. Mr. Ingram is the founder of Ingram Readymix, a manufacturer of concrete with 26 plants in 22 Texas cities. Texas State’s Bruce and Gloria Ingram School of Engineering is named in their honor.

Jerry D. and Linda Gregg Fields were awarded the eleventh and twelfth honorary doctorates conferred by Texas State University in 2012, both receiving the Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. Mr. Fields is a 1969 graduate of the university and is the founder, chairman and chief executive officer of J.D. Fields and Company, Inc., a worldwide supplier of steel products headquartered in Houston. Linda Gregg Fields is a 1966 graduate of the university. Linda and Jerry Fields are among Texas State’s most generous benefactors, having donated more than $11.5 million to the university. At a critical stage for Texas State, Mr. and Mrs. Fields served as co-chairs of the Pride In Action Campaign, providing valuable leadership in campaign planning and strategy development.

Patti Strickel Harrison was awarded the thirteenth honorary doctorate conferred by Texas State University in 2013, receiving the Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. Mrs. Harrison is among Texas State’s most generous benefactors, having given more than $11 million to Texas State. Mrs. Harrison’s $8 million gift in support of the Performing Arts Center provided critical support that helped Texas State construct the beautiful facility that will include the Patti Strickel Harrison Theatre and will showcase outstanding artistic events for the university and the surrounding community for generations to come. Mrs. Harrison attended Texas State in 1947 and 1948.
Texas State University
Spring Commencement
Saturday, May 10, 2014
2:00 p.m.
Strahan Coliseum

Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

Processional  
*Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, Op. 39*
Sir Edward Elgar, Composer (Arr. Lindsey)

Musical Introduction  
*National Anthem*
John Stafford Smith, Composer (Arr. Slechta)
Led by Ms. Kayla E. Pendergraft

Welcome and Introductions  
Provost Bourgeois

Special Music  
*A Texas State of Mind*
Dr. Joseph Stuessy, Composer
Performed by the Texas State Ceremonial Brass
Conducted by Dr. Caroline Beatty, School of Music

Remarks  
Dr. Denise M. Trauth
President

LBJ Outstanding Senior Student Award  
Ms. Vanessa L. Cortez

Sallie Beretta Outstanding Senior Woman Award  
Ms. Samantha Elaine Rachael Blondell

Conferring of Degrees  
President Trauth

Diploma Presentations  
Professional Doctorate Candidates, College of Health Professions
Master’s Candidates, College of Health Professions; College of Liberal Arts
Bachelor’s Candidates, College of Health Professions; College of Liberal Arts

Closing Music  
*Texas State Alma Mater*
Jessie Sayers, Composer
Led by Mr. Richard L. Trammell

Recessional  
*Water Music*
G. F. Handel, Composer

The audience will remain seated during the Processional and Recessional.
Out of consideration for others, please limit seat reservations to one seat per person already present.
BOARD OF REGENTS
The Texas State University System

Donna N. Williams, Chairman
Arlington

Ron Mitchell, Vice Chairman
Horseshoe Bay

Charles Amato
San Antonio

Dr. Jaime R. Garza
San Antonio

Kevin J. Lilly
Houston

David Montagne
Beaumont

Vernon Reaser III
Bellaire

Rossanna Salazar
Austin

William F. Scott
Nederland

Matthew Russell, Student Regent
San Marcos

Brian McCall, Ph.D., Chancellor

UNIVERSITY OFFICERS

Denise M. Trauth, Ph.D., President

Eugene J. Bourgeois, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Barbara Breier, Ph.D.
Vice President for University Advancement

Robert D. Gratz, Ph.D.
Special Assistant to the President

William A. Nance, B.B.A.
Vice President for Finance and Support Services

Joanne H. Smith, Ph.D.
Vice President for Student Affairs

C. Van Wyatt, Ph.D.
Vice President for Information Technology

Lawrence Teis, Ph.D.
Director of Athletics
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Field of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdD</td>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPT</td>
<td>Doctor of Physical Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSP</td>
<td>Specialist in School Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAcy</td>
<td>Master of Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGeo</td>
<td>Master of Applied Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIS</td>
<td>Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>Master of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEd</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>Master of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHA</td>
<td>Master of Healthcare Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>Master of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPA</td>
<td>Master of Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSCD</td>
<td>Master of Science in Communication Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSCJ</td>
<td>Master of Science in Criminal Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIS</td>
<td>Master of Science in Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSRLS</td>
<td>Master of Science in Recreation and Leisure Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST</td>
<td>Master of Science in Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN</td>
<td>Master of Science in Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSW</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAAS</td>
<td>Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAIS</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts in International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBA</td>
<td>Bachelor of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BESS</td>
<td>Bachelor of Exercise and Sports Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFA</td>
<td>Bachelor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGS</td>
<td>Bachelor of General Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHA</td>
<td>Bachelor of Healthcare Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHWP</td>
<td>Bachelor of Health and Wellness Promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>Bachelor of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPA</td>
<td>Bachelor of Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSAG</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSCD</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Communication Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSCJ</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSCLS</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Clinical Laboratory Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSFCS</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Family and Consumer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSHIM</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Health Information Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSN</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSRA</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Recreational Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSRC</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Respiratory Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSRT</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Radiation Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BST</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSW</td>
<td>Bachelor of Social Work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACADEMIC DEANS, INSTRUCTIONAL DIRECTORS, AND CHAIRS

THE GRADUATE COLLEGE
Andrea Golato, Ph.D., Dean

COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS
T. Jaime Chahin, Ph.D., Dean

Lt. Col. Peter J. Deitschel, M.A.  Department of Aerospace Studies
Aditi K. Angirasa, Ph.D.  Department of Agriculture
Christine Sellers, Ph.D.  School of Criminal Justice
Rodney C. Runyan, Ph.D.  School of Family and Consumer Sciences
Lt. Col. James H. Adams, M.A.  Department of Military Science
Carrie J. Boden-McGill, Ph.D.  Department of Occupational, Workforce, and Leadership Studies
Dorinda Noble, Ph.D.  School of Social Work

MCCOY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Denise T. Smart, Ph.D., Dean

Ann L. Watkins, Ph.D.  Department of Accounting
David C. Wierschem, Ph.D.  Department of Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods
Dean Showalter, Ph.D., Interim  Department of Finance and Economics
Paula L. Rechner, Ph.D.  Department of Management
Raymond P. Fisk, Ph.D.  Department of Marketing

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
D. Stanley Carpenter, Ph.D., Dean

Patrice H. Werner, Ph.D.  Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Duane V. Knudson, Ph.D.  Department of Health and Human Performance

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION
Timothy P. Mottet, Ed.D., Dean

Michael L. Niblett, M.F.A.  School of Art and Design
Steven A. Beebe, Ph.D.  Department of Communication Studies
Judith B. Oskam, Ed.D.  School of Journalism and Mass Communication
Thomas S. Clark, D.M.A.  School of Music
John Fleming, Ph.D.  Department of Theatre and Dance
COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
Ruth B. Welborn, Ph.D., Dean

Rodney E. Rohde, Ph.D. Program in Clinical Laboratory Science
Maria Diana Gonzales, Ph.D. Department of Communication Disorders
Barbara L. Sanders, Ph.D., Interim School of Health Administration
Jacqueline A. Moczygemba, M.B.A., Interim Department of Health Information Management
Marla A. Erbin-Roesemann, Ph.D. St. David’s School of Nursing
Barbara L. Sanders, Ph.D. Department of Physical Therapy
Ronnie G. Lozano, Ph.D. Program in Radiation Therapy
S. Gregg Marshall, Ph.D. Department of Respiratory Care

HONORS COLLEGE
Heather C. Galloway, Ph.D., Dean

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
Michael J. Hennessy, Ph.D., Dean

Elizabeth Erhart, Ph.D. Department of Anthropology
Daniel T. Lochman, Ph.D. Department of English
Alberto Giordano, Ph.D. Department of Geography
Mary C. Brennan, Ph.D. Department of History
Robert A. Fischer, Ph.D. Department of Modern Languages
Vincent L. Luizzi, Ph.D. Department of Philosophy
Vicki S. Brittain, J.D. Department of Political Science
William L. Keleman, Ph.D. Department of Psychology
Susan B. Day, Ph.D. Department of Sociology
Dennis J. Dunn, Ph.D. Center for International Studies

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Stephen B. Seidman, Ph.D., Dean

Dittmar Hahn, Ph.D. Department of Biology
William J. Brittain, Ph.D. Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Hongchi Shi, Ph.D. Department of Computer Science
Stan A. McClellan, Ph.D. Ingram School of Engineering
Andy H. Batey, Ph.D. Department of Engineering Technology
Nathaniel Dean, Ph.D. Department of Mathematics
Thomas H. Myers, Ph.D., Interim Department of Physics

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Daniel A. Brown, Ph.D., Dean
THE GRADUATE COLLEGE
Dr. Andrea Golato, Dean

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS

KRINGEN, JONATHAN ALLEN
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Criminal Justice
Dissertation Title: Validating a Bayesian Model for Linking Serial Crimes through Simulation
Research Professor: Dr. Kim Rossmo, School of Criminal Justice

SCHILDKRAUT, JACLYN V.
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Criminal Justice
Dissertation Title: Mass Murder and the Mass Media: An Examination of the Media Discourse on U. S. Rampage Shootings, 2000-2012
Research Professor: Dr. Mark C. Stafford, School of Criminal Justice

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

AGNEW, BRENDA D.
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Education-School Improvement
Dissertation Title: Mid-Career Middle School Principals’ Perceptions of School Improvement and School Reform Initiatives
Research Professor: Dr. Michael P. O’Malley, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology

ALSTON, GELEANA DREW
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Education-Adult, Professional and Community Education
Dissertation Title: Cross-Cultural Mentoring Relationships in Higher Education: A Feminist Grounded Theory Study
Research Professor: Dr. Jovita M. Ross-Gordon, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology

GADSDEN-ROSS, HELEN LOUISE
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Education-Adult, Professional and Community Education
Dissertation Title: Knowledge Deficits in Manufacturing and Their Effects on New Employees
Research Professor: Dr. Ann Brooks, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology

MASTON, ALEXIS
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Education-Adult, Professional and Community Education
Dissertation Title: Spiritualizing Hip Hop with I.C.E.: The Poetic Spiritual Narratives of Four Black Educational Leaders from Hip Hop Communities
Research Professor: Dr. Jovita M. Ross-Gordon, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology

TULL, CANDACE M.
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Education-Adult, Professional and Community Education
Dissertation Title: An Experiment in Facilitating Creative Thinking in Second Degree Accelerated Nursing Students
Research Professor: Dr. Jovita M. Ross-Gordon, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology

VASQUEZ, DANIEL S.
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Education-Adult, Professional and Community Education
Dissertation Title: The Historical Evolution of Texas State University through the Eyes of Three Latino Males
Research Professor: Dr. Miguel Guajardo, Department of Counseling, Leadership, Adult Education, and School Psychology
DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

BRYSch, CARMEN P.
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Geographic Education
Dissertation Title: *Analysis of the Evolution of an Online Professional Development System in Geography Education*
Research Professor: Dr. Richard G. Boehm, Department of Geography

DAHAL, KHILA RAJ
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Geography-Environmental Geography
Dissertation Title: *Urban Growth Simulation through Agent-Integrated Irregular Automata (AIIA)*
Research Professor: Dr. Tzee Kiu E. Chow, Department of Geography

LIN, YAN
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Geography-Geographic Information Science
Dissertation Title: Cervical Cancer Disparities in Texas
Research Professor: Dr. F. Benjamin Zhan, Department of Geography

MATHEWS, ADAM JAMES
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Geography-Geographic Information Science
Dissertation Title: *Assessing Grapevine Canopy Health in the Texas Hill Country with Remote Sensing and GIS Techniques*
Research Professor: Dr. Jennifer Jensen, Department of Geography

VERMA, KANIKA
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Geographic Education
Dissertation Title: *Geospatial Thinking of Undergraduate Students in Public Universities in the United States*
Research Professor: Dr. Lawrence E. Estaville, Department of Geography

ZAVAR, ELYSE M.
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Environmental Geography
Dissertation Title: *The Value of Open Space: A Geographic Case Study of Floodplain Buyouts in Lexington, KY*
Research Professor: Dr. Ronald R. Hagelman, Department of Geography

ZECH, JAMIE M.
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Environmental Geography
Dissertation Title: *From Grassroots to Treetops: A Scope-of-Behavior Matrix for Environmental Movement Organizations that Considers Place and Scale*
Research Professor: Dr. John P. Tiefenbacher, Department of Geography

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

NASH, TYLER
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization
Dissertation Title: *2-D Transition Metal Cyanide Nanosheets as Precursor Material for an Ultra-Low Platinum Group Metal Catalyst*
Research Professor: Dr. Gary W. Beall, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
PROFESSIONAL DOCTORATE CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Adewale, Habeeb Alade; DPT
Aikman, Ashley Ann; DPT
Ashley, Timothy Gerald; DPT
Bejarano, Martha; DPT
Brooks, Shawn R.; DPT
Burato, Lysette M.; DPT
Charlton, Jessica Parr; DPT
Clark, Taylor S.; DPT
Dickenson, Kristin M.; DPT
Elliott, Lisa Maurine; DPT
Escajeda, Santiago E.; DPT
Garcia, Martin G.; DPT
Gieringer, Matthew S.; DPT
Gonzales, Courtney D.; DPT
Guerra, Ashley Danielle; DPT
Harpst, Anna E.; DPT
Hogan, Rebecca; DPT
Holmes, Brittany Nicole; DPT
Landin, Michael; DPT
Lindhart, Rachel; DPT
Mackrell, Brittany Ann; DPT
Martinez, Maiela R.; DPT
McClung, Zachary D.; DPT
McElfresh, Brent Nathan; DPT
Melde, Caleb S.; DPT
Michalec, Kirk Riske; DPT
Monroe, Delessa R.; DPT
Moreno, Jason Angel; DPT
Peterson, Cory Lee; DPT
Plyer, Brandon Scott; DPT
Rasoulia, Leeda; DPT
Richter, Samantha Jane; DPT
Rodriguez, Kenneth; DPT
Sutton, III, Gerald Benson; DPT
Trotter, Ashley Nicole; DPT
Tsay, Elaine C.; DPT
Walker, Justin; DPT
Webb, Christopher A.; DPT

SPECIALIST CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Allen, Margaret K.; SSP
Castellanos, Laura Dolan; SSP
Cotterell, Megan E.; SSP
Covington, Jennifer Ann; SSP
Dimas, Brittny Ann; SSP
Domalapalli, Shilpa; SSP
Ellis, Jolene; SSP
Hill, Steven A.; SSP
Juliano, Angela Y.; SSP
Kurtze, Laureen Anne Zaragoza; SSP
Nail, Megan A.; SSP
Stevens, Rebecca T.; SSP
Walker, Melissa Ellen; SSP

MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS

Acker, Deanne Marie; MSW
Andino, Raemelle T.; MSW
Ball, Joshua N.; MSCJ
Barber, Emily Louise; MSW
Barry, Jessica Brooke; MSW
Beard, Matthew P.; MSCJ
Beierle, Lauren Elaine; MS
Black, Megan W.; MSCJ
Bliss, Jennifer Lynn; MSW
Brown, Lana F.; MSCJ
Burkland, Shannon Parker; MEd
Canlas, Carolyn J.; MS
Carillo, Ashley Nicole; MSCJ
Carroll, Elizabeth; MSCJ
Cason, Georgann E.; MSW
Chirwa, Taonga; MS
Clark, Laura Elizabeth; MSIS
Coronado, Kaylee Danielle; MSW
Cosby, Lauren T.; MS
Crawford, Kaylee L.; MSW
Cruse, Laceyra Carnette; MSW
Dalton, Virginia Bralley; MSW
Duncan, Shelley; MSW
Fagan, Anna E.; MSCJ
Felker, Rebecca H.; MS
Feria, Jr., Gerardo Antonio; MSCJ
Fiame, Melanie Cheth; MSW
Fisher, Ryan Andrew; MSCJ
Flynn, Ashton Lynn; MSW
Foster, Kathryn L.; MSW
Garcia Cuellar, Jose De Jesus; MSW
Garza, Bradley W.; MSCJ
Golembeski, Jason P.; MAIS
Gonzalez, Stephanie M.; MS
Graham, Jennifer Rose; MSW
Hendricks, Diana Finlay; MAIS
Hilliard, Kristie Kwante; MSW
Hobbs, Dolores; MSIS
Holman, Veronica; MSW
Howell, Elizabeth Ann; MSW
Jimenez, LeAnne M.; MSW
Johnson, Tiffany Cherie; MS
Kaul, Josef Peter; MSIS
Kimes, Pachovia Deone; MSW
Krause, Candace R.; MSCJ
Le, Duy Ba; MSIS
Leath, Larissa Lene; MSIS
Lee, Brett L.; MEd
Lipsay, Rachel G.; MSW
Lockwood, Andrew D.; MSCJ
Luke, Megan E.; MSW
Lukens, Anna M.; MSW
Luna, Jr., Santiago; MSW
Maldonado, Elizabeth; MSW
Martinez, Aracely; MSIS
McAdams, Staci Renee; MSW
McDavid, Ronald P.; MSIS
McKinney, Colleen Michelle; MSW
McLaurin, Raquel Elizabeth; MSCJ
Meinert, Andrea Jeri; MS
Mercer, Paige Lene’e; MSW
Miller, Sarah E.; MSCJ
Montoya, Crystal R.; MSW
Morrisey, Lacey M.; MSW
Mullen, Kristen Terry; MSW
Navarro, Gisela; MSW
Noyola, Elizabeth Leah; MSW
Obeta, Judith Nneka; MSW
Oscos, Angelica Elena; MSW
Owen, Allison M.; MSIS
Patters, Tracy Lynn; MSW
Payne, Mary F.; MSW
Payne, Shaun David; MSIS
Pelletier, Annette L.; MSW
Perez, Avery R.; MSW
Perez, Belinda; MSCJ
Piri, Courtney Swain; MSW
Ramirez, Dawn M.; MSW
Riggs, Stephen B.; MEd
Riha, Kayla A.; MS
Rodriguez, Imelda S.; MSW
Rodriguez, Jose G.; MSIS
Roesel, Carl Christopher; MSW
Rogers, Justin J.; MSCJ
Sanchez, Lauren Nicole; MSW
Sandel, William Lee; MSCJ
Saot, Amanda Lily; MSW
Scallion, Tony L.; MAIS
Schmidt, Neil L.; MSIS
Shaffer, Zebulia Dean; MSW
Sheppard, Kaitlin N.; MS
Sibley, Marie S.; MSIS
Thomas, Jennifer E.; MSCJ
Tillery, Sandra D.; MSW
Trimble, Rachel Nicole; MSCJ
Valek, Victoria Lynn; MS
Velasquez, Amanda J’nine; MSW
Vrba, Abigail Lea; MSW
Waldeck, Stephanie Rae; MSW
Walker, Sr., Timothy W.; MSIS
Walley, Tama Marie; MSW
Whitenight, Kristen A.; MS
Williams, Brittany T.; MSW
Wilson, Meredith Shields; MS
Wood, Sara E.; MSW
Zamarripa, Crystal Brooke; MSCJ
| Adair, Elizabeth A.; MBA | Hernandez, Jose Alberto; MAcy |
| Ahmed, Wasiuddin; MBA | Hernandez, Mario E.; MBA |
| Baker, Allison Mary; MBA | Horn, Ernest Jay; MBA |
| Banse, Meagan N.; MBA | Hunghey, Sarah P.; MS |
| Beaudry, Gabrielle N.; MBA | Jud, Rachel Denise; MBA |
| Birkhead, Olivia Anne; MAcy | Kilcrease, Joshua D.; MBA |
| Browne, Brian M.; MBA | Kim, Jessica M.; MBA |
| Camey, Elio A.; MBA | King, Il, John P.; MBA |
| Cartwright, Michael C.; MAcy | Lewis, Cassandra L.; MAcy |
| Chouest, Ashlynn Reahan; MAcy | Lewis, Julie Lee; MBA |
| Christopher, Jeremy P.; MAcy | Lyon, Robert H.; MAcy |
| Coldeway, Jennifer M.; MBA | Markaverich, David M.; MBA |
| Dewan, Brady Kenneth; MBA | McCord, Brett Everett; MAcy |
| Distasio, Jade M.; MAcy | McIntosh, Garry Lee; MBA |
| DuBose, Tyler John; MBA | McWhorter, Elizabeth A.; MBA |
| Evans, Katherine E.; MBA | Medema, Ryan Lee; MBA |
| Goss, Zachary G.; MBA | Midkiff, Dennis Loyd; MBA |
| Granville, Kristen Leigh; MBA | Neumann, Daniel A.; MAcy |
| Gunter, Virginia R.; MBA | Pierce, Derek W.; MAcy |
| Hatley, Austin Ryan; MAcy | Quiggin, Laura J.; MBA |
| Hernandez, Jose Alberto; MAcy | Richter, Stephanie Gayle; MAcy |
| Hernandez, Mario E.; MBA | Rogus, Ashley N.; MBA |
| Horn, Ernest Jay; MBA | Roshan, Davoud Jebeli; MBA |
| Hunghey, Sarah P.; MS | Scarborough, Spencer L.; MBA |
| Jud, Rachel Denise; MBA | Schultz, Wesley N.; MBA |
| Kilcrease, Joshua D.; MBA | Scott, Brady D.; MBA |
| Kim, Jessica M.; MBA | Sloan, Garrett James; MAcy |
| King, Il, John P.; MBA | Sotello, Ryann L.; MBA |
| Lewis, Cassandra L.; MAcy | Souquette, Greg W.; MBA |
| Lewis, Julie Lee; MBA | Spencer, Brian D.; MBA |
| Lyon, Robert H.; MAcy | Surguy, Mariah N.; MS |
| Markaverich, David M.; MBA | Thornton, Allyson Rose; MAcy |
| McCord, Brett Everett; MAcy | Villanueva, Veronica G.; MAcy |
| McIntosh, Garry Lee; MBA | Ware, Dustin W.; MBA |
| McWhorter, Elizabeth A.; MBA | Wheelock, Monica Anne; MAcy |
| Medema, Ryan Lee; MBA | White, James K.; MBA |
| Midkiff, Dennis Loyd; MBA | Williams, Jason A.; MBA |
| Neumann, Daniel A.; MAcy | Zimmermanz, Erica Lea; MBA |
| Pierce, Derek W.; MAcy | Quiggin, Laura J.; MBA |
| Quiggin, Laura J.; MBA | Richter, Stephanie Gayle; MAcy |
| Richter, Stephanie Gayle; MAcy | Rogus, Ashley N.; MBA |
| Richter, Stephanie Gayle; MAcy | Roshan, Davoud Jebeli; MBA |
| ROUS, Ashley N.; MBA | Scarborough, Spencer L.; MBA |
| Schultz, Wesley N.; MBA | Scott, Brady D.; MBA |
| Sloan, Garrett James; MAcy | Sotello, Ryann L.; MBA |
| Souquette, Greg W.; MBA | Spencer, Brian D.; MBA |
| Spencer, Brian D.; MBA | Surguy, Mariah N.; MS |
| Thornton, Allyson Rose; MAcy | Villanueva, Veronica G.; MAcy |
| Ware, Dustin W.; MBA | Wheelock, Monica Anne; MAcy |
| White, James K.; MBA | Williams, Jason A.; MBA |
| Williams, Jason A.; MBA | Zimmermanz, Erica Lea; MBA |
Hollenbeck, Jessica L.; MSRLS
Holley, Kathryn M.; MA
Hudson, Robert A.; MA
Hughes, Heather M.; MEd
Hughes, Victoria Ann; MS, MEd
Hunt, Laraina G.; MEd
Jaimes, Nancy; MEd
Johnson, Caliss J.; MSRLS
Jordan, Brytish Christa; MEd
Kaskous, Nagham; MSRLS
Kegley, Catherine L.; MEd
Kleypas, Zack A.; MEd
Knippa, Shari Leigh; MEd
Koronka, Kathryn Knight; MEd
Kunzler, Tiffany Lynn; MEd
Lamb, Bryan C.; MA
Laurel, Rebecca Krystel; MEd
Lee, Seungmo; MEd
Lessner, Patrick J.; MEd
Lowe, V, Louis Hamilton; MSRLS
Lueders, Courtney R.; MS
Martin, Brandi Leigh; MEd
Martinez, Gorge A.; MEd
Martinez-Villafranca, Celeste; MEd
Matias, Cindy M.; MEd
McClain, Terrance J.; MEd
McCulla-Thomas, Colleen Marie; MEd
McKenzie, Kimberly Nichole; MEd
McKinney, Elizabeth A.; MEd
McLean, Angelica Antoinette; MEd
McWilliams, Laramie A.; MEd
Mendiola, Jessica; MEd
Messer, Christi Lynn; MEd
Meyer, Casey James; MS
Mikesell, Annie C.; MA
Miller, Ashlyn J.; MEd
Miller, Lynn M.; MEd
Montana, Heather Renee; MEd
Mooney, Krystal A.; MEd
Mullinax, Joel D.; MEd
Nash, Kaci L.; MEd
Nelson, Karen W.; MEd
Nguyen, Bianca H.; MSRLS
Nickel, Delores M.; MA
Noon, Aaron W.; MSRLS
Nuanes, Giovanna L.; MS
Nygard, Erika Brooke; MEd
Pace, Requel; MSRLS
Parker, Rebekah Babb; MEd
Parsons, Kara R.; MS
Patranella, Laura Elizabeth; MEd
Patterson, Betty L.; MEd
Patterson, Rachel Marie; MA
Peckover, Esther; MEd
Perez, Grisell Isabel; MEd
Perez, Jessica Ann; MEd
Perez, Kristina M.; MEd
Perry, Jennifer Callie; MS
Phearase, Kayla Koren; MEd
Quisenberry, Sean Eric; MS
Rack, Bennett James; MS
Reilly, Lauren Fryer; MEd
Reynaga, Lauren A.; MSRLS
Rios, Petra Elizabeth; MEd
Robbins, Corine; MEd
Robey, Nathan J.; MS
Robinson, Amanda L.; MA
Robinson, Jennifer Lianne; MEd
Robledo, Mariana M.; MEd
Sanchez, Priscilla; MEd
Savage, Grace E.; MS
Schmidt, Jeffrey P.; MS
Settemeyer, Angela M.; MEd
Shaw, Lisa M.; MEd
Shelburne, Natalya Alexandrovna; MEd
Shelton, Ronald M.; MEd
Shockley, Ruthanne M.; MEd
Simmons, Valerie N.; MSRLS
Smith, Emily Elizabeth; MEd
Smythia, Kimberly Elizabeth; MEd
Solis, Melanie Rae; MEd
Soto, Sara Jessica; MEd
Staats, Shane D.; MEd
Summers, Michelle G.; MA
Tarver, Munirah A.; MA
Taylor, Keli L.; MEd
Taylor, Morgan Susan; MA
Thomas, Britanny A.; MEd
Thomas, Kara J.; MEd
Thornton, Tracy E.; MEd
Tousek, Beth Adele; MEd
Tower, Stephanie Spacek; MEd
Valdez, Vanessa; MEd
Valle, Maritza A.; MA
Van Den Bossche, Maryana Daniele; MEd
Van Hasz, Amy Elizabeth; MEd
Vasquez, Claudia Maria; MEd
Vasquez, Lisa M.; MA
Villanueva, Jr., Juan; MEd
Villarreal, Koreena M.; MEd
Villarreal, Jr., Luis C.; MS
Walsh, Sheila D.; MA
Waltzer, Jordan; MEd
Ware, Cami L.; MA
Warren, Lisa A.; MEd
Weikert, Donna E.; MEd
Werner, Allison Storm Curci; MA
Wetzel, Lana Riane; MEd
Whitmore, Jaclyn Carey; MEd
Wilder, Lucille A.; MEd
Williams, Justine; MEd
Willmann, Amanda E.; MEd
Wilson, Sarah Jeanne; MEd
Wolfgang, Danielle M.; MEd
Wood, Paige; MEd
Wood, Randee R.; MSRLS
Yao, Amy; MEd
Yom, Jennifer H.; MEd
Young, D’Andrea Dyce; MEd
Zapata, Elizabeth Danielle; MEd
Zhao, Jianyou; MEd
**MASTER'S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Akerman, Kyle T.; MA</th>
<th>García, Eduardo D.; MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alfaro, III, Eugenio; MM</td>
<td>García, Felipe Ezekiel; MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnold, Tracy; MA</td>
<td>Garner, Gramercy; MFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahta, Jonah Andreas; MM</td>
<td>Garza, Jr., Jose Manuel; MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker, Courtney N.; MA</td>
<td>Giese, Brianna Marie; MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bannon, Susannah P.; MA</td>
<td>Handoyo, Areza K.; MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes, Sean A.; MFA</td>
<td>Hansen Jones, Andrea Johanne; MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrett-WillfARTH, Cordula L.; MA</td>
<td>Harber, Kelley McCall; MFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beane, Maria A.; MFA</td>
<td>Hildenbrand, Grace M.; MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carvajal, Sergio E.; MA</td>
<td>Hixon, Mark William; MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conaway, Kathryn A.; MA</td>
<td>Klein, Sherry Elaine; MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conte, Nickolas A.; MM</td>
<td>Krouse, Aaron J.; MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conway, LesLeigh Rae; MA</td>
<td>Lasater, Thomas T.; MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowan, ValerIE L.; MM</td>
<td>Lazo, Paul R.; MFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubisino, Luca Giuseppe; MM</td>
<td>Lester, David Christopher; MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunningham, Susan; MA</td>
<td>Liao, Yu-Ci; MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dudley, Katherine D.; MA</td>
<td>Love, Courtney B.; MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehrnstein, Jacob H.; MA</td>
<td>MacArthur, Brenda L.; MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funk, Elena M.; MM</td>
<td>Marroquin, Gina C.; MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallardo, Jason Paul; MM</td>
<td>Mendoza, Melody Celeste; MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcia, Eduardo D.; MM</td>
<td>Garza, Roger L.; MHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauntnert, Ashleigh G.; MSCD</td>
<td>Gonzalez, Alexies M.; MSCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonzalez, Jessica Yvette; MSCD</td>
<td>Halladahosahalli Ramakrishna; Roopa; MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutchison, Amy E.; MSCD</td>
<td>Kane-Reinhardt, Shannon Dee; MHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laton, Julie Marceaux; MHA</td>
<td>Lyons, Rachael M.; MSCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medina, Ruby; MSCD</td>
<td>Menzies, Kate Elizabeth; MSCD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER'S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS**

| Barnes, Lindsay C.; MSCD | Miller, Lindsay A.; MSCD |
| Bass, Emily B.; MSCD | Ramey, Andrea Marie; MSCD |
| Brown, Jared A.; MHA | Ramirez, Roxanna M.; MSCD |
| Collum, Priscilla M.; MSCD | Rutherford, Lindsey Renae; MSCD |
| De Leon, Jeanette Guadalupe; MSCD | Schmidt, Mark J.; MHA |
| De la Fuente, Lucero; MSCD | Shadrock, Emily Allison; MSCD |
| Elashi, Asma Ghassan; MSCD | Sheffield, Jenelle Marie; MSCD |
| Foremski, Stacy Renee; MHA | Tennant, Tori M.; MSCD |
| Garcia, Brittany Marie; MSCD | Thompson, Marlee Jean; MSCD |
| Garcia, Lauren N.; MSCD | Wolff, Kate E.; MSCD |
| Garza, Carolina A.; MSCD | |

**MASTER'S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS**

| Acosta, Araceli Galindo; MA | Garcia, Dena Nell; MFA |
| Akawa, Nabila Rabi; MA | Garcia, Reina Victoria; MA |
| Alanis Perez, Alan Isaac; MA | Garrett, Jeremy J.; MFA |
| Almy, Mark Christian; MFA | Garrett, Jeremy L.; MPA |
| Antill, Nathan S.; MA | Gentile, Hayley M.; MA |
| Azubuike, Preston Iheanacho; MA | Gillespie, Brandon Jay; MFA |
| Baham, Jr., Troy P.; MFA | Gonzales, Larry D.; MPA |
| Banbury, Jonafa H.; MA | Gonzalez, Francisco R.; MA |
| Bartley, Francis E.; MPA | Gorman, Benjamin N.; MA |
| Barton, Seth C.; MA | Graham, Elizabeth Marie; MA |
| Bates, Lennon N.; MA | Green, Susan Michele; MA |
| Bauer, Jeremy B.; MFA | Greganti, Kyle D.; MA |
| Bernier, Sara J.; MPA | Guenther, James S.; MFA |
| Blackmon, Brandon Geral; MA | Hall, II, Eric J.; MA |
| Boeshart, Megan C.; MA | Hartman, Richard E.; MGeo |
| Boone, Jennifer D.; MA | Heinen, Jeanne Marie; MA |
| Bope, Flannery Avegno; MPA | Henderson, Brena C.; MA |
| Brown, Brian R.; MA | Henry, Christina M.; MA |
| Brown, Timothy H.; MA | Hentschel, Kelsee C.; MA |
| Brunke, Tyler Scott; MA | Hessey, Amelia Laura Bouey; MA |
| Buhrig, Rebecca Ann; MA | Hicks, Sheri B.; MPA |
| Burkland, Remington C.; MA | Howard, Ashleigh N.; MA |
| Campbell, Chelsea L.; MFA | Jamison, Collette D.; MPA |
| Carlson, Karen L.; MPA | Jardine, James P.; MPA |
| Castro, Araceli Galindo; MA | Castillos, Amarilis Mercedes; MA |
| Castillos, Lily J.; MA | Cates, Lydia L.; MA |
| Cavazos, Nora Lisa; MA | Chambers, Ian Thomas; MA |
| Chapallii, Cristina L.; MFA | Cohen, Jessica N.; MS |
| Courtyn, William Gerard; MA | Cox, Bryce D.; MPA |
| Crabb, Leslie Ann; MA | Cuellar, Jennifer L.; MA |
| De Los Santos, Monica; MA | Delion, Melanie Noelle; MAGeo |
| DeBoer, Austin Michael; MA | Di Gregorio, Lorella; MA |
| Dierschke, Katherine Renee; MA | Diaz, Aaron M.; MA |
| Drell, Laura C.; MFA | Dirschier, Katherine Renee; MA |
| Duecker, Hailey Alexander; MA | Drey, Laura C.; MFA |
| Eisman, Karen E.; MA | Eisele, Hailey Alexander; MA |
| Elphick, James S.; MA | Engstrom, Timothy A.; MA |
| Engstrom, Timothy A.; MA | Flores, Juan A.; MA |
| Fortkamp, Aaron M.; MFA | Garcia, Antonina Micaela; MA |
Johnson, Kevin L.; MPA
Judia, Jr., Paul R.; MA
Kakas, Melissa; MA
Kast, Phillip Murray; MA
Kauzlarich, Mark M.; MA
Krushall, Avery R.; MA
Law, Jordan R.; MA
Lipps, Elizabeth Kay; MA
Lockie, Jason N.; MS
Loff, Keli Rae; MA
Lowe, Ginger Maria; MA
Lowrance, Annie L.; MA
Mani Granados, Yazmin; MS
Mantey, Dale S.; MPA
Manuagwu, ThankGod I.; MA
Martin, Jessica M.; MFA
Martinez, Michelle A.; MA
McDevitt, Sean M.; MFA
McGee, Alexis R.; MA
McGrath, Erin Elizabeth; MA
McIlhon, Stephen P.; MFA
McKinney, Casey M.; MPA
McReynolds, James H.; MA
Meade, Caitlyn N.; MA
Mehrinfar, Kamron J.; MFA
Mere Prado, Francisco Javier; MA
Mertz, III, Willie; MFA
Mills, Blair N.; MA
Morales, Maria Espana; MA
Moya, III, Victor; MA
Mullen, Graeme B.; MPA
Naparstek, Matthew D.; MA
Nava, Monique I.; MA
Ney, Ashley C.; MA
Nguyen, Jonathan Minh; MA
Nguyen, Lena; MA
Nilmag, Charlie S.; MA
Noell, Mary Frances; MA
North, Amanda K.; MA
Olivares, Sara L.; MA
Olivas, Sarah N.; MA
Oliver, Graham M.; MA
Ouardi, Karim; MA
Palmisano, Molly Elisabeth; MA
Pepas, Samantha E.; MA
Perna, Maryann; MA
Peters, Danny W.; MA
Piper, Camrie Nichole; MA
Pitoniak, Michael; MA
Ramirez, Liliana E.; MA
Reissig, Henry P.; MA
Richardson, Caroline Elizabeth; MA
Riddle, Katherine Claire; MA
Roesler, Lacy N.; MA
Rollins, Sandy Alan; MA
Rompel, Katherine Emily; MA
Rose, Sean G.; MA
Rueda, Ashley A.; MA
Russell, Zachary A.; MA
Sabo, Amanda R.; MA
Salinas, Christon Jesus; MA
Saucier, Rachel E.; MA
Scales, Christopher G.; MA
Schampers, Richard Jared; MA
Schnorrenberg, Jessica J.; MA
Serrins, David A.; MA
Shepherd, Anne M.; MA
Smith, Colin Scott; MA
Smith, Juanita L.; MA
Solis, Mario I.; MA
Sprayberry-Thompson, Dana R.; MA
Stacy, Megan A.; MA
Stanley, Nathanael B.; MA
Stengel, Victoria Grace; MA
Stout, Zachary Allen; MA
Szmyczak, Daniel John; MA
Taylor, Abby K.; MA
Thomas, April Faith; MA
Thomas, James Earl; MA
Thornton, Victoria L.; MA
Tork, Dustin Keith; MA
VanDeventer, Morgan D.; MA
Vargas, Maria J.; MA
Venkataraman, Ravi; MA
Vollmer, Gretchen Kristina; MA
Wade, Megan D.; MA
Watson, Coleen M.; MA
Welch, Holly N.; MA
Wiederstein, Rhonda A.; MA
Willson, Lynn W.; MA
Woodworth, Philip Robert; MA
Wun, Felicia S.; MA
Yakel, Allison Nicole; MA
Yglesias, Ariana N.; MA
Young, Sara E.; MA
Zadrozny, Joann; MA
Zywicky, Margaret N.; MA

**MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING**

Ananthan, Rashmi; MS
Anderson, Jonathan W.; MS
Autrey, Jasmine Ta’Shae; MST
Barreiro, Angela Marie; MSIS
Black, Natalie Gail; MA
Brittsan, Christine M.; MS
Bulgerin, Travis Lee; MS
Campbell, James C.; MS
Chen, Schmichael; MS
De Colo, Sophia L.; MS
Dean, Blake A.; MS
Espitia, Jr., Anthony; MS
Garza, Rico Zapata; MS
Gonzalez Guerra, Eduardo; MS
Gonzalez, Andres; MS
Grams, Michael R.; MST
Hickman, Lauren Ashley; MS
Hutchins, Travis; MS
Immani, Krishna Keerthi; MS
Kelly, Janiece Elizabeth; MS
Kinsel, Alysha S.; MSIS
Knechtel, Derek Stephen; MS
Konatham, Laxmi Shilpa; MS
Lek, Devanda Rex; MST
Linker, Jeanne-Marie C.; MS
Loney, Lauren A.; MS
Lopez, Jr., Jose A.; MS
Lusk, Shaun M.; MS
Maldonado, Ryan R.; MS
Matos, Alejandro; MA
Meredith, Reagan John; MS
Misra, Aidi; MST
Morisson, Kelly A.; MST
Munters, Alexandra Elaine; MS
Ortiz, Paulino Garibay; MST
Podosek, Elaine Marie; MS
Potts, Jessica L.; MA
Priyam, Charu; MS
Quayle, Cara Michelle; MA
Riggs, Mark A.; MS
Rodrigues, Roberta R.; MS
Romoser, Brian M.; MS
Song, Zhochen; MS
Starns, Heath D.; MS
Sutapa, I Gede Subrata; MA
Swink, Aaron P.; MS
Tovar, Ruben U.; MS
Ugartechea Garcia, Ana Daniela; MST
Valenzuela, Jr., Ernesto; MS
Van Tine, Justin T.; MS
Vaughn, Christopher R.; MS
Wallace, Derek Michael; MS
Yang, Xuesong; MST
MASTER’S CANDIDATES THESES

ALMY, MARK CHRISTIAN
Domovoi
Thesis Committee Chair: Mrs. Jennifer Jackson duBois, Department of English

BAHAM, JR., TROY P.
Spike & Julia
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Roger D. Jones, Department of English

BANBURY, JONAF A H.
Voices from the Front Lines: The Experiences of African American Women in Nondenominational Ministry and How They Negotiate Power
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Joseph A. Kotarba, Department of Sociology

BARNES, SEAN A.
Reimagining the Artist Book for the Mobile Age
Thesis Committee Chair: Mrs. Claudia Roeschmann, School of Art and Design

BARTON, SETH C.
Kingslayer the Reclamation of Independence
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Vincent L. Luizzi, Department of Philosophy

BATES, LENNON N.
Comparison of Decomposition Rates between Autopsied and Non-Autopsied Human Remains in Central Texas
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Daniel J. Wescott, Department of Anthropology

BAUER, JEREMY B.
Backscatter
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Cyrus Cassells, Department of English

BEANE, MARIA A.
Typefication: A Learning Tool for Teaching Typography to the Digital Native
Thesis Committee Chair: Mrs. Claudia Roeschmann, School of Art and Design

BRITTSAN, CHRISTINE M.
Characterization of the Second Helicase Domain in the Splicing Protein BRR2
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Corina Maeder, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

BULGERIN, TRAVIS LEE
3D Sketch Recognition Using the Microsoft Kinect
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Yijuan Lu, Department of Computer Science

CAMPBELL, CHELSEA L.
At the Seams
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Debra F. Monroe, Department of English

CATES, LYDIA L.
From Slavery to Citizenship: Reconstruction in Indian Territory
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Dwight David Watson, Department of History

CHOPALLI, CRISTINA L.
Everyone Else is Fine
Stories and Essays
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Douglas K. Dorst, Department of English

DE COLO, SOPHIA L.
Mating Behavior and the Effects of Turbidity on Preferences for Size in the Fountain Darter, Etheostoma fonticola
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Caitlin Gabor, Department of Biology
DI GREGORIO, LORELLA
¿Primo Hermano o Falso Amigo? Español Para Italianos
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Matthew L. Juge, Department of Modern Languages

DRELL, LAURA C.
House of Wings
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Cyrus Cassells, Department of English

DUDLEY, KATHERINE D.
Adventure Tourism: The Role of Social Comparison Theory in Successful Advertising Images
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. David S. Nolan, School of Journalism and Mass Communication

EISMAN, KAREN E.
Laughing at Ourselves: The Joke in the Structure of Virginia Woolf’s New Biographies
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Victoria L. Smith, Department of English

FORTKAMP, AARON M.
I Don’t Care if I Never Get Back (Novel in Progress)
Achieving Zen at the Funk N Waffles (Short Story)
The Animators (Short Story)
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Douglas K. Dorst, Department of English

GARCIA, DENA NELL
Neighborhood Fire
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Debra F. Monroe, Department of English

GARCIA, FELIPE EZEKIEL
Twentieth Century Popular Music in Texas: History, Definitions, and Characterizations of Selected Genres/Styles with an Emphasis on Música Tejana
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Nico Schuler, School of Music

GARNER, GRAMERCY
Reshaping the Political Conversation in Austin, Texas: Designing a Collaborative System of Communication Between Citizen and Government
Thesis Committee Chair: Mrs. Claudia Roeschmann, School of Art and Design

GARRETT, JEREMY J.
Spirit & Flesh
Thesis Committee Chair: Mrs. Jennifer Jackson duBois, Department of English

GARZA, JR., JOSE MANUEL
This is Our Time: Rhythm and Meter in Contemporary Metal Music
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Nico Schuler, School of Music

GARZA, RICO ZAPATA
Thermoelectric Property Study of N-Type PBTE
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Ravindranath Droopad, Ingram School of Engineering

GONZALEZ, FRANCISCO R.
The Role of Migration Processes on Mexican Americans’ Anxiety
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Gloria P. Martinez, Department of Sociology

HARBER, KELLEY MCCALL
Branding Importance in Municipalities: Rebranding the City of San Marcos, Texas
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Grayson B. Lawrence, School of Art and Design

KAUL, JOSEF PETER
An Assessment of Sustainability Indicator Programs in Large US Cities
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Gail Dickinson, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
KLEIN, SHERRY ELAINE  
*Corporate Social Responsibility and Line of Business Integration: A Case Study of Stem Investments within Technology Companies*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Sandhya Rao, School of Journalism and Mass Communication

LE, DUY BA  
*Bobcats Go Green: Analyzing and Increasing Recycling Behavior at a College Football Stadium*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Gwendolyn Hustvedt, School of Family and Consumer Sciences

LOFF, KELI RAE  
*Charro Days: History, Culture, and Identity on the U.S.-Mexico Border*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Richard L. Warms, Department of Anthropology

LOWRANCE, ANNIE L.  
*“It Ain’t Real Estate:” Land in Selected Works by Louise Erdrich and Leslie Marmon Silko*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Robin E. Cohen, Department of English

LUSK, SHAUN M.  
*Evolving Neural Networks with Hyperneat and Online Training*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Wuxu Peng, Department Computer Science

MACARTHUR, BRENDAL.  
*Physicians as Active Team Members: Checking Your Ego at the Door*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Melinda Morris Villagran, Department of Communication Studies

MALDONADO, RYAN R.  
*Testing the Ability of RF-Amide Neuropeptides to Promote Amyloidosis of Recombinant Human Prion Protein*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Steven T. Whitten, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

MARTIN, JESSICA M.  
*The World's Own Noise*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Cyrus Cassells, Department of English

MCDEVITT, SEAN M.  
*Rain Praise*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Ms. Kathleen C. Peirce, Department of English

MCILHON, STEPHEN P.  
*The Divide*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Ms. Kathleen C. Peirce, Department of English

MEHRINFAR, KAMRON J.  
*Suicideman: A Novel*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Douglas K. Dorst, Department of English

MERTZ, III, WILLIE  
*Black Scheme*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Ms. Kathleen C. Peirce, Department of English

MULLEN, GRAEME B.  
*The Custodians*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Thomas J. Grimes, Department of English

MUNTERS, ALEXANDRA ELAINE  
*Nest Site Selection of American Oystercatchers (Haematopus palliatus) on the Upper Texas Coast with Comments on Field Sexing Techniques*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Michael Clay Green, Department of Biology

NGUYEN, JONATHAN MINH  
*Journey Westward: Poems*  
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Roger D. Jones, Department of English
NICKEL, DELORES M.
Use of Peer-Training and Social Stories™ to Increase Interactions and Prosocial Behaviors of General Education Students toward Their Peers with Autism
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. E. Amanda Boutot, Department of Curriculum and Instruction

NORTH, AMANDA K.
We are All Mad Here
For the Mad, Gendered, and Ghosted
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Cyrus Cassells, Department of English

OLIVARES, SARA L.
Say
Thesis Committee Chair: Ms. Kathleen C. Peirce, Department of English

OLIVER, GRAHAM M.
Instructor Opinion on Personal Writing in the First-Year Composition Classroom
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Deborah Ann Balzieser, Department of English

OUARDI, KARIM
The Long and Bloody Spring: The Uniqueness of the Syrian Uprising
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Edward Mihalkanin, Department of Political Science

PAYNE, SHAUN DAVID
An Exploratory Analysis of Three Water Conservation Alternatives for San Marcos, TX
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Richard A. Earl, Department of Geography

PERNA, MARYANN
Rituals
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Douglas K. Dorst, Department of English

PETERS, DANNY W.
Stories
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Thomas J. Grimes, Department of English

PIPPER, CAMRIE NICHOLE
Waste Relations in Young Adult Literature
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Susan S. Morrison, Department of English

PITONIAK, MICHAEL
Neuroses
Thesis Committee Chair: Mrs. Jennifer Jackson duBois, Department of English

PRIYAM, CHARU
Purification of SNU114 to Investigate ITS GTPase Activity and ITS Interaction with U5 SNRNA, BRR2, and PRP8
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Corina Maeder, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

ROMPEL, KATHERINE EMILY
Channeling La Charit: Towards an Intersectional Understanding of Care-Based Ethics in Public Maternity
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Lijun Yuan, Department of Philosophy

ROSE, SEAN G.
Upon My Arrival in Heaven
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Douglas K. Dorst, Department of English

SANDEL, WILLIAM LEE
Criminal Sentencing Trends for Environmental Crimes Prosecuted under the Jurisdiction of the Environmental Protection Agency
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. P. Michael Supancic, School of Criminal Justice
SCHMIDT, JEFFREY P.
The Effect of 4 Weeks Manual Compressive Therapy on Latent Myofascial Trigger Point Pressure Pain Thresholds
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. John W. Ransone, Department Health and Human Performance

SHELTON, ANNA M.
Subscription-Based Online Trend Forecasting Tool for Graphic Designers
Thesis Committee Chair: Mrs. Claudia Roeschmann, School of Art and Design

SHEPHERD, ANNE M.
A Fire to Make Things Right: Stories
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Thomas J. Grimes, Department of English

SONG, ZHAOCHEN
The Postage Stamp Problem and Its Applications
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Xingde Jia, Department of Mathematics

SPRAYBERRY-THOMPSON, DANA R.
In Hand
Thesis Committee Chair: Ms. Kathleen C. Peirce, Department of English

STARNES, HEATH D.
Influence of a Population Irruption by Roosevelt Elk on a Vegetation Index
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Floyd Weckerly, Department of Biology

STENGEL, VICTORIA GRACE
Comparing Simulated Hydrologic Response Before and After the 2011 Bastrop Complex Wildfire
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Tzee Kiu E. Chow, Department of Biology

SZYMCZAK, DANIEL JOHN
The Loveless (Novel Excerpt)
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Thomas J. Grimes, Department of English

TAYLOR, ABBY K.
Rabbit People
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Roger D. Jones, Department of English

THOMAS, JAMES EARL
Subscribing to Ethnoracial Ideology: Understanding Diversity in Newsroom Cultural Practices
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Ana M. Juarez, Department of Anthropology

TOVAR, RUBEN U.
Ocular Histology in Three South Central Texas Paedomorphic Salamander Species (Eurycea sosorum, Eurycea nana and Eurycea rathbuni) and Comparative Ocular Development of Two Morphotypes
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Dana M. Garcia, Department of Biology

VARGAS, MARIA J.
La Memoria Historica en Cinco Horas Con Mario (1966) de Miguel Delibes y Si Te Dicen Que Cai (1973) de Juan Marse
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Maria Nieves Pujalte, Department of Modern Languages

VECCIO, JOSEPH ROCCO
“I Was in a Position to Dismantle It”: Industrial Music Appropriations of William S. Burroughs
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Kevin E. Mooney, School of Music

VECCIO, RUTH RENEE
Exploring the Evolution of Industrial Music: A Historical and Analytical Perspective
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Nico Schuler, School of Music

VENKATARAMAN, RAVI
The Banshee and Other Stories
Thesis Committee Chair: Mrs. Jennifer Jackson duBois, Department of English
VÖLLMER, GRETCHEN KRISTINA
Remnants of a Wake
Thesis Committee Chair: Mr. Thomas J. Grimes, Department of English

YAKEL, ALLISON NICOLE
Adult Literacy Among the Hispanic Population of Central Texas: Opportunities, Challenges, and Outcomes
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Yasmine C. Beale-Rosano-Rivaya, Department of Modern Languages

YANG, XUESONG
Highly Sensitive Biosensor Based on Graphene Field Effect Transistor
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Yihong Chen, Ingram School of Engineering

ZARBO, JOSHUA A.
James Jamerson: From Jazz Bassist to Popular Music Icon
Thesis Committee Chair: Dr. Kevin E. Mooney, School of Music
COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS
Dr. T. Jaime Chahin, Dean

BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

Abduldaem, Maya; BSFCS
Abrams, Keisha Antrice; BSCJ
Adams, Jr., Staffon Eugene; BSFCS
Aguilar, Gloria M.; BSCJ
Alanis, Stephanie K.; BSFCS
Alejandro, Ana Luisa; BAAS
Alexander, Shanaia S.; BSFCS
Alejandro, Ana Luisa; BAAS
Alanis, Stephanie K.; BSFCS
Aguilar, Gloria M.; BSCJ
Adams, Jr., Staffon Eugene; BSFCS
Abrams, Keisha Antrice; BSCJ
Abduldaem, Maya; BSFCS

Auger, Justine M.; BSAG
Armendariz, Joshua Patrick; BAAS
Arias, Tatiana T.; BSFCS
Anderson, Chelsea Aaron; BSFCS
Anderson, Brittany S.; BSCJ
Amick, Adam P.; BSAG
Anderson, Chelsea Aaron; BSFCS
Allison, Kristi D.; BSFCS
Alexandro, Ana Luisa; BAAS
Alanis, Stephanie K.; BSFCS
Aguilar, Gloria M.; BSCJ
Adams, Jr., Staffon Eugene; BSFCS
Abrams, Keisha Antrice; BSCJ
Abduldaem, Maya; BSFCS

Bustos, Darline L.; BSCJ
Borges, Chris; BSCJ
Barron, Ryan D.; BSCJ
Barton, Mickey L.; BSFCS
Bases, Elise C.; BSW

Baugh, Kimberly Maria; BSW
Bean, Sarah E.; BSFCS
Beeson, III, James D.; BSCJ
Beighley, Margaret A.; BSCJ
Bell, La’Tonya; BSCJ
Benjamin, Bryanna Lynesha; BSCJ
Bermee, Autumn Miranda; BSFCS
Bernstein, Nycole Lynn; BSW
Berrellesa, Christopher D.; BSCJ
Berry, Kaitlin E.; BSFCS
Beyer, Jenna Claire; BSFCS
Blacketer, Phyllicia Britteny; BSCJ
Black, Sylvia Kristina; BSCJ
Blackwood, Morgan Victoria; BSFCS
Blair, Courtney Ryan; BSFCS
Bond, Samantha L.; BSAG
Brand, Emily Hannah; BSFCS
Breest, Rebecca D.; BSW
Brei, Charisma I.; BSFCS
Brewer, Rachel K.; BSCJ
Brittain, William J.; BSCJ
Bueno, Ashley; BSFCS
Bullock, Trista G.; BSFCS
Burleson, Drew William; BSCJ
Bustos, Darline L.; BSCJ
Byers, Morgan J.; BSFCS
Canales, Bianca; BSFCS
Carpinillo, Yuriana L.; BSCJ
Cardenas, Andrew J.; BSCJ
Cardozo, Juan C.; BSFCS
Carpenter, Caitlyn F.; BSFCS
Castillo, Annette M.; BSFCS
Castro, Izamar Y.; BSCJ
Cedillo, Alexa Celeste; BSCJ
Chapman, Mary E.; BSW
Chapman, Rachel H.; BSFCS
Chisum, Lloyd W.; BSCJ
Choi, Linda L.; BSFCS
Chukwuvindu, Quado Jideon; BSCJ
Chunda, Derek S.; BSCJ
Cisneros, Anaith; BSFCS
Clancy, Preslie S.; BSFCS
Clark, Adrienne E.; BSAG
Clark, IV, Joseph; BSCJ
Cortez, Andrew L.; BSFCS
Cortez, Don G.; BSFCS
Cortez, Molly M.; BSFCS
Cost, Andrew Stephen; BSCJ
Coston, Tyler M.; BSCJ
Cowell, Taylor M.; BSFCS
Cunningham, Logan P.; BSFCS
Daddeo, Kelly A.; BSCJ
Damron, Ryan D.; BSFCS
Daresh, Alex Keith; BSCJ
Davenport, Anthony D.; BSCJ
Davis, Emily Victoria; BSFCS
Davison, Mitchell James; BSCJ
De La Cruz, Samantha Yvette; BSCJ
De La Cruz, Jr., Sergio G.; BSCJ
De Leon, Ana Luisa; BSCJ
De Leon, Kara A.; BSCJ
Deblanc, David P.; BSCJ
Declairmont, Brooke N.; BSFCS
Del Rio, Alejandro Cruz; BSCJ
Delancellotti, II, Mark C.; BAAS
Dent, Blakeley Lorraine; BSFCS
Devaney, Jacqu I.; BSFCS
Devere, Eric Brandon; BSCJ
Dickerson, Suzanne M.; BSFCS
Dickson, Lauren M.; BSFCS
Dinh, Julia M.; BSFCS
Djahangiri, Banafshe Nicole; BSCJ
Dominguez, Lorain A.; BSCJ
Drake, Kendrick N.; BSCJ
Drake, Samantha G.; BAAS
Dresner, Bo M.; BSCJ
Dubberke, Jennifer Leigh; BSFCS
Dunn, McKenzie C.; BSFCS
Elkins, Amber Dawn; BSFCS
Elshahed, Tammer; BAAS
Ely, Candace Dawn; BSW
Emerson, Laura J.; BSFCS
Escobar, Robert Ernest; BSCJ
Escobedo, Heidi; BSCJ
Esparza, Alyssa Marie; BSAG
Evans, Thomas Scott; BAAS
Ferguson-Henderson, Aerial A.; BSFCS
Fernandez, Donald; BAAS
Fisher, John I.; BAAS
Flores, Cassia K.; BSFCS
Flores, Diana Ayde; BSFCS
Flores-McKinsey, S.; BSFCS
Fojit, Kelcey R.; BSFCS
Fossati, Richard W.; BSCJ
Fox, Daniel R.; BSFCS
Freeburg, Craig M.; BSCJ
Friedrich, William Pascal; BSFCS
Fryar, Stephen T.; BSCJ
Gadt, Deanna M.; BSCJ
Gamez, Bianca Patricia; BSFCS
Gamez, Ronald C.; BSFCS
Gann, Mason L.; BSCJ
Garcia, Jovonna J.; BSW
Garcia, Sonia L.; BAAS
Garcia, Stephanie Cristina; BSCJ
Garza, Dominique M.; BSFCS
Garza, Jessica; BSW
Garza, Megan; BSFCS
Garza, Jr., Rodney; BSFCS
Garza, Shannon Nicole; BSCJ
Gian, Bobby P.; BSCJ
Gibson, Jonas D.; BSCJ
Gilmore, Michael E.; BSCJ
Giraldo, Jr., Alvaro Andres; BSCJ
Gobert, Shelby K.; BSFCS
Goebel, Kellea M.; BSFCS
Goedcke, Stephanie Rene; BSW
Goertz, Allyson O.; BSFCS
Goggin, Patrick A.; BSCJ
Goldstein, Destini E.; BSCJ
Goldberg, Stefanie Ellen; BSFCS
Goldstein, Destini E.; BSCJ
Gomez, Jennifer S.; BSW
Gonzales, June; BSCJ
Gonzalez, Daniel; BSW
Gonzalez, Gerardo; BSCJ
Johnson, Trevor S.; BSCJ
Johnson, Nathan F.; BSCJ
Johnson, Maci Lynn; BSFCS
Jimenez, Anahi; BSFCS
Jewett, Heather Nicole; BSAG
Jewett, Andrew R.; BSCJ
Hoff, Breanne A.; BSFCS
Hof, Breanne A.; BSFCS
Hollins, Raven Chanelle; BSFCS
Hooson, Jessica Faye; BSW
Housmans, Shane Kevin; BSFCS
Hollins Marie; BAAS
Hoff, Breanne A.; BSFCS
Hurt, Timothy Allen; BSCJ
Huth, Amanda A.; BSFCS
Ibarra, Rachel; BSFCS
Ihekwoaba, Robert I.; BSCJ
Israel, Heather Rene; BSCJ
Jackson, Kaitlin Adele; BSFCS
Jaimies, Jasmine; BSF
James, Molly K.; BSFCS
Jansky, Erin Daymon; BSAG
Jantho, Connor C.; BSCJ
Janysek, III, Vincent G.; BSAG
Jaquez, Dominique M.; BSFCS
Jenkins, Jataura Nicole; BAAS
Jewett, Andrew R.; BSCJ
Jewett, Heather Nicole; BSFCS
Jimenez, Anahi; BSFCS
Johnson, Maci Lynn; BSFCS
Johnson, Nathan F.; BSCJ
Johnson, Trevor S.; BSCJ
Jones, Casey D.; BSAG
Jones, Jr., John Robert; BSCJ
Jones, Taylor Alyssa; BSFCS
Kalina, Jessica D.; BSFCS
Karri, Alexsis N.; BSFCS
Keit, William W.; BSAG
Kemp, Katherine R.; BSFCS
Kent, Sarah E.; BSFCS
Kerr, David A.; BSCJ
Kiley, Matthew P.; BAAS
King, Julieanne H.; BAAS
Kirk, Katharine E.; BSFCS
Knezek, Blair E.; BSFCS
Knowles, Sheila R.; BSFCS
Kolb, Marie C.; BSFCS
Krebbs, Christopher L.; BSW
Kugelman, Alexandra T.; BSFCS
Kuhns, Joshua S.; BSCJ
LaCrone, Wesley Duane; BSCJ
Landin, Elise M.; BSW
Lan, Saber C.; BSFCS
Leal Cano, Karen; BSCJ
Leath, Chelsea L.; BSFCS
Lenderman, Constance M.; BSW
Lewis, Elizabeth M.; BSCJ
Lewis, Kara M.; BSFCS
Lewis, Reagan Kathryn; BSFCS
Lieder, Charity M.; BSFCS
Lind, Ariel N.; BSW
Llamas, Lorena A.; BSW
Lofton, Arielle B.; BSFCS
Longoria, Amanda E.; BSCJ
Lopez, Albert G.; BSW
Lopez, Crystal M.; BSFCS
Lucio, DeAnn Raquel; BSCJ
Lucio, Melissa; BSFCS
Lucio, Michael Anthony; BSCJ
Lunnon, Brittan Shante; BAAS
Lutz, Travis L.; BSCJ
Lynch, Leasly R.; BSFCS
Mack, Deserea A.; BSFCS
Madary, Amanda L.; BSAG
Mailhot, Katherine; BSAG
Malic, Mulera; BSCJ
Manzano, Violeta; BSFCS
Marks, James H.; BSCJ
Marotto, Caroline Caitlin; BSFCS
Martinez, Alejandra; BSCJ
Martinez, Anaisle; BSFCS
Martinez, Jorge A.; BSCJ
Martinez, Rebecca E.; BSFCS
Martinez, III, Serafin; BSCJ
Mason, Gina Genay; BSFCS
Mathews, Lauren; BSCJ
Mathis, Jr, Gerald Wayne; BSCJ
Mathews, Aaron M.; BSCJ
Mayoral, Manuel; BSCJ
McClelland, Emily M.; BSAG
McComb, Amber L.; BSW
McCullar, Brittany Lyn; BAAS
McDavitt, Felicia L.; BSCJ
McKinney, Patrick M.; BSCJ
McMahon, Jacquelyn R.; BSW
McNair, Jay B.; BAAS
McNeill, Lindsey Raye; BSFCS
Meadows, Brett Michael; BSFCS
Mears, Charles Joseph; BSCJ
Melgoza, Tiziana S.; BSFCS
Meltin, Lynanne K.; BSAG
Mena, Raul; BAAS
Mendez, Andrea R.; BAAS
Mendoza, Jessica; BSFCS
Mendoza, Juan Carlos; BAAS
Meredith, Kimberly D.; BSCJ
Miller, Herman; BAAS
Miller, Kimberly Sue; BSFCS
Mills, Christopher Dean; BAAS
Minley, Rickey Fredrick; BSCJ
Mitchell, Di'Jon Marquise; BSFCS
Mobley, Ashley M.; BSFCS
Mobley, Avery L.; BSFCS
Molinar, Elena; BSCJ
Montoya, Joseph Gabriel; BSCJ
Moore, Hope M.; BSW
Moore, Lepatrick; BSCJ
Moore, Zachary Neil Brady; BSCJ
Morales, Diana A.; BSCJ
Morales, Joshua; BSCJ
Morales, Yolanda; BAAS
Moreno, Italia R.; BSFCS
Moreno, Julio; BSCJ
Mueller, Amanda J.; BSFCS
Muhammad, Kashera Sane; BSFCS
Munoz, Erica M.; BSFCS
Munoz, Gabrielle Adriana; BSCJ
Murphy, Hannah M.; BSFCS
Murray, Jordan David; BSCJ
Murray, William Felix; BSCJ
Nall, Mercede D.; BSAG
Naumann, Wayne D.; BSFCS
Nave, Kari E.; BSFCS
Nealy, Amber M.; BSW
Nelson, Katie L.; BSJ
Nerio, Marlena H.; BSCJ
Neuffer, Erin B.; BSFCS
Neve, Cassandra Harris; BSCJ
Newman, Allison Nicole; BSFCS
Nichols, Julia C.; BSFCS
Nicholson, Briana C.; BSJ
Nicks, IV, William J.; BSCJ
Niroula, Rachana; BSFCS
Nowicki, Katherine C.; BSFCS
O'Banon, Heath R.; BSAG
O'Mary, Kendall L.; BSFCS
O'Neal, Austin J.; BSCJ
Ogden, Kathryn Leigh; BSW
Ogden, Kimberly; BSW
Ohuere, Adama O.; BSFCS
Olsem, Morgan G.; BSJ
Orion, Timothy L.; BSFCS
Ortiz, Jr. Justin J.; BSCJ
Ortegon, Jacob L.; BSCJ
The honors designation listed is current as of two weeks prior to the commencement ceremonies. Any changes to a student's honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the student's official transcript.

Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA)
Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA)
Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)
MCCOY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION  
Dr. Denise Smart, Dean

BACHELOR'S CANDIDATES

Aberra, Amaha; BBA  
Adamo, Nicholas Christopher; BBA  
Adams, Matthew J.; BBA  
Adams, Wanetia Genet; BBA  
Allen, Maureen Marie; BBA  
Allen, Quentin Lee; BBA  
Alwani, Shehabz P.; BBA  
Ammann, Augustus Kiefer; BBA  
Anaya, Jesus Guadalupe; BBA  
Ancira, Julia Day; BBA  
Anderson, Jordan L.; BBA  
Ancira, Julia Day; BBA  
Anaya, Jesus Guadalupe; BBA  
Amann, Augustus Kiefer; BBA  
Alwani, Shehabz P.; BBA  
Allen, Quentin Lee; BBA  
Adams, Matthew J.; BBA  
Adamo, Nicholas Christopher; BBA  
Aberra, Amaha; BBA  
Brooks, Taylor Morgan; BBA  
Brogan, Stephanie Rose; BBA  
Brooks, Taylor Morgan; BBA  
Brosseau, Tyler L.; BBA  
Brown, II, Basil; BBA  
Brown, Cameron K.; BBA  
Brown, Taylor; BBA  
Burkhart, Amanda June; BBA  
Burkley, Jr., Kevin G.; BBA  
Byrd, Elizabeth M.; BBA  
Caldwell, Joshua K.; BBA  
Caliendo, Jr., Charles J.; BBA  
Calzada, Gustavo; BBA  
Campbell, Kaitlin W.; BBA  
Candelaria, Danielle L.; BBA  
Candrian, Charles Carter; BBA  
Cantu, Gabriela M.; BBA  
Cantu, Joseph Michael; BBA  
Carrizales, II, Steven N.; BBA  
Carroll, Landa K.; BBA  
Cashell, Bryce Anthony; BBA  
Cason, Leigh Kathryn; BBA  
Castellana, Gabriela E.; BBA  
Castillo, Israel; BBA  
Castillo, Justin J.; BBA  
Cavender, Elizabeth Breigh; BBA  
Chambless, Saridon Stanton; BBA  
Chandler, Caleb Justin; BBA  
Chavez, Adriana; BBA  
Cheshier, Elizabeth Lucille; BBA  
Chew, Jennafer Irene; BBA  
Chupp, Nathan James; BBA  
Cielnencki, Kyle Anthony; BBA  
Cipra, Laura E.; BBA  
Clark, Kevin M.; BBA  
Clark, Stephen Kyle; BBA  
Cleaver, Jr., David N.; BBA  
Clementi, Elizabeth R.; BBA  
Clemons, Jessica Rose; BBA  
Cleveland, Alexander M.; BBA  
Cochran, Courtney Randell; BBA  
Cole, Amy Elizabeth; BBA  
Coleman, Darius D.; BBA  
Condos, Araceli; BBA  
Cook, Gregory Van; BBA  
Cooper, Ryan W.; BBA  
Coronado, Jr., Joseph M.; BBA  
Corrales, Samantha P.; BBA  
Cox, Trenton D.; BBA  
Crawford, Colin S.; BBA  
Cruz, Shelly Marie; BBA  
Cuevas, Alejandro Jesus; BBA  
Curry, Sydney N.; BBA  
Curtright, Paige Hobson; BBA  
Dalley, William Winthrop; BBA  
Damm, Ashley R.; BBA  
Dandridge, Servell Dawayne; BBA  
Dang, Phong Tho Hai; BBA
The honors designation listed is current as of two weeks prior to the commencement ceremonies. Any changes to a student's honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the student's official transcript.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>GPA Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vela, Julien L.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velasquez, Jennifer Alyssa</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villarreal, Austin C.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visser, Tobias N.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vo, Michelle Luyen</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Zur Muehlen, Evan A.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vu, Andrew Duc Minh</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner, Austin L.</td>
<td>BBA2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waldrop, Cole B.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker, Kelly L.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walkowiak, Kasey T.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walther, Nathan Pepper</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Ying</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Victoria M.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster, Jessica Nicole</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, James Daniel</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharton, Philip Daniel</td>
<td>BBA1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watrek, Katie Ann</td>
<td>BBA2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkerson, Caitlin Elizabeth</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkerson, Stephen W.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Grayson Brice</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Jordan Jamal</td>
<td>BBA2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Mark Daniel</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willis, Timothy H.</td>
<td>BBA1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winans, Michael T.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windham, Hannah R.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise, Cody N.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woerner, Robin D.</td>
<td>BBA3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarborough, William Alan</td>
<td>BBA2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Jeff L.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Justin K.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Leah Marie</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Nicholas Truett</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zepeda, Sr., Carlos</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Ying</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Victoria M.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster, Jessica Nicole</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, James Daniel</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharton, Philip Daniel</td>
<td>BBA1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watrek, Katie Ann</td>
<td>BBA2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkerson, Caitlin Elizabeth</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkerson, Stephen W.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Grayson Brice</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Jordan Jamal</td>
<td>BBA2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Mark Daniel</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willis, Timothy H.</td>
<td>BBA1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winans, Michael T.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windham, Hannah R.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise, Cody N.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woerner, Robin D.</td>
<td>BBA3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarborough, William Alan</td>
<td>BBA2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Jeff L.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Justin K.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Leah Marie</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Nicholas Truett</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zepeda, Sr., Carlos</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

**SPOTLIGHT ON RISING STARS**

This year, Texas State University is proud to be celebrating the tenth anniversary of the naming of the Emmett and Miriam McCoy College of Business Administration and the extraordinary achievements that have occurred in the past ten years. The $20 million gift from Emmett and Miriam McCoy in 2004 helped leverage an additional $7 million in donations. As a result, the college, which has been in existence for decades, added endowed chairs and professorships, student development activities, graduate student fellowship programs, scholarships, and faculty development programs. Student organizations in the McCoy College compete and win at the national and international level in accounting, advertising, entrepreneurship, finance, information technology, marketing and sales. The McCoy College is accredited by AACSB International, the world's leading authority on business education.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Dr. D. Stanley Carpenter, Dean

BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

Adams, Ashley E.; BS
Adcock, Jenny L.; BS
Afrondoza, Sarah R.; BS
Aguilar, Efrain N.; BESS
Aguiire, Adolfo; BS
Ahrens, Philip E.; BESS
Alberti, Brittany Danyale; BSRA
Albritton, George Moulton; BSRA
Ammon, Thomas S.; BESS
Andrews, Kathryn Jane; BS
Anderson, Amy A.; BS
Ammon, Thomas S.; BSRA
Anson, Bethany E.; BS
Andrews, Kathryn Jane; BS
Anderson, Amy A.; BS
Anderson, III, Louis; BS
Andrews, Kathryn Jane; BS
Anson, Bethany E.; BS
Aranda, Abigail; BS
Arellano, Perla Gabriela; BS
Arend, Michelle L.; BS
Arroyo, Silvia C.; BS
Asai, Motoki; BSRA
Ashman, Sean R.; BSRA
Ball, Gordon; BESS
Banda, Vanessa Monique; BS
Banford, Kristen Anna; BS
Barrera, Debra Nicole; BS
Batay, Abbey R.; BS
Baugus, Jasmine S.; BESS
Baxt, Felicia; BS
Beach, Kara B.; BS
Benning, Phillip L.; BSRA
Benson, Jr., Jeroyl E.; BESS
Berish, Amber D.; BESS
Betanzo, Michael A.; BESS
Bingham, Michelle M.; BS
Bisbano, Haley Brian; BS
Bissonnette, Molly Katherine; BESS
Black, Emily Ann; BS
Black, Taylor A.; BESS
Blackburn, Brett D.; BS
Bosquez, Jasmine Desirae; BS
Boyette, Chelsea K.; BESS
Breneman, Matt Clark; BESS
Brewer, Kendall J.; BS
Brinister, Elizabeth L.; BSRA
Bristol, Drew F.; BESS
Broughton, Olivia E.; BS
Brown, Shelby Leigh; BESS
Brown, Thaddeus; BS
Buckley, Russell L.; BS
Bugyi, Rebecca Jean; BS
Bullock, Brenna L.; BS
Burt, Peter J.; BS
Bush, Megan Elizabeth; BS
Butler, Stephen M.; BESS
Byrd, Michelle V.; BS
Caddell, Lauren A.; BSRA
Cain, James W.; BSRA
Camp, Heather N.; BHWP
Cardoso, Marcos; BS
Carlin, Ricardo M.; BESS
Carlton, Caitlin Elyse; BS
Carnett, Julie Hughes; BS
Carter, Stephanie L.; BS
Carty, Vicky R.; BESS
Casto, Nicolle Chantelle; BESS
Castro, Rachel M.; BSS
Caterina, Lisa D.; BS
Cernosek, Elizabeth A.; BSRA
Champion, Christopher J.; BSRA
Chavez, Amanda D.; BS
Cheatham, Sarah E.; BS
Cheevers, Brogan Nicole; BSRA
Chelette, Madelyn N.; BSRA
Childers, Tracy A.; BS
Chrastecky, Jessica Armstrong; BS
Christensen, Kelly J.; BS
Christian, Lorin M.; BS
Chronister, Joshua P.; BS
Chrizon, Caroline; BS
Clifton, Kristen A.; BS
Clopton, Megan Rebecca; BS
Cobb, Jeremy Michael; BS
Coble, Sheldon P.; BSRA
Colby, Bailey C.; BS
Coleman, Samuel H.; BESS
Coley, Melissa Ariel; BS
Collins, James Davis; BESS
Collyer, Lauren E.; BS
Conder, Evan Morgan; BESS
Conte, Timothy L.; BS
Contreras, Alaina E.; BS
Cooper, Bailey L.; BS
Crown, Aimee N.; BS
Costilla, Stephanie; BS
Cowser, Emily E.; BS
Cox, Kelli Briarne; BS
Crawford, Lisha D.; BS
Crookham, Stephanie N.; BESS
Cruise, Courtney R.; BSRA
Cuellar, Marcey; BS
Cummings, Emily F.; BESS
Cypher, Elizabeth M.; BS
Davis, Mallory S.; BS
De Los Santos, Fernanda G.; BS
Dean, Alexandra R.; BS
Dean, Kori; BS
Delafosse, Jamie Catherine; BHWP
Delgado, Casandra M.; BESS
Denson, Kelsie Shaye; BS
Dickey, Jeremy M.; BS
Dickson, Brandon Cory; BESS
Dietzel, Kayla D.; BS
Dominguez, Alexander L.; BSRA
Dooly, Jamie Lee; BS
Doubrava, III, Thomas Charles; BSRA
Draper, Lance A.; BESS
Dunn, David R.; BESS
Easthagen, Tanis O.; BS
Easthall, Mallory Elise; BESS
Eddy, Reanna Beth; BS
Edwards, David G.; BSRA
Edwards, Jordan T.; BSRA
Ehler, Heidi S.; BESS
Ellis, Sydney C.; BS
Ellsworth, Tessa S.; BESS
Emmons, Morgan M.; BESS
Enderlin, Kristen R.; BS
Engle, Justin L.; BESS
Everitt, Casey L.; BESS
Evilsizer, Leslie E.; BS
Ewing, Tiffany J.; BS
Ezeh, Ashley N.; BESS
Fairchild, Adrienne J.; BESS
Farny, Adam R.; BESS
Ferguson, III, James M.; BESS
Ferguson, Landon R.; BESS
Fernandez, Robert J.; BESS
Fira, Jerika K.; BS
Fishel, Sara J.; BS
Flores, Alyssa M.; BESS
Flores, Ashly V.; BS
Flores, Jr., Jimmy; BESS
Flores, Vanessa; BESS
Fowler, Sarah A.; BS
Fox, Ashland L.; BS
Fox, Audra E.; BS
Franklin, Kyle Dewayne; BSRA
Frost, Hillary P.; BS
Futrell, Mariah Lynn; BESS
Galligos, Michael; BESS
Galloway, Richard Brandon; BESS
Garcia, Azael Eduardo; BHWP
Garcia, Justin T.; BESS
Garcia, Nathan Andrew; BSRA
Garett, James P.; BESS
Garza, Bianca M.; BSRA
Gilbreth, Tiffany Gayle; BS
Gill, Kady L.; BSRA
Godinez, Melissa; BS
Goebel, Ross W.; BESS
Goertz, Anna Marie; BS
Gomez, Amanda Sara; BESS
Gonzalez, Elizabeth C.; BESS
Gonzalez, Liliana Isabel; BESS
Goodman, Alena B.; BHWP
Goodman, Jayme N.; BS
Gout, Chelsey Ann; BS
Grace, Ashley Brook; BESS
Green, Stephanie Renee; BS
Griffin, Erin E.; BS
The honors designation listed is current as of two weeks prior to the commencement ceremonies. Any changes to a student's honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the student's official transcript.
Acosta, Maritza C.; BS
Adams, Alyssa Marie; BFA³
Agundis, Erica; BA
Akin, Christopher L.; BA
Alanis, Taylor A.; BA
Albin, Rachel Marie; BA
Alemán, Alyonna R.; BFA
Albaugh, Kathleen D.; BA
Allen, Scott Alexander Robert; BS
Allmond, Brian S.; BM
Anderson, Shelby; BA
Anderson, Max Malone; BA
Arens, Jaclyn T.; BFA
Arnold, Brittany N.; BFA
Arrambide, Brittany E.; BA
Arredondo, Amanda A.; BFA
Arreguin, Alexis James; BA
Arriaza-Ortíz, Catherine J.; BA
Artes, Angelina M.; BFA
Ashley, Chloe T.; BA
Attan, Jillian Amada; BM
Avakian, Arak James; BS
Ayala, Bianca I.; BFA²
Baeza, Marco A.; BA
Bain, James B.; BA
Baker, Katie M.; BS²
Balagia, Susan M.; BA
Balboa, Gwendolyn Estelle; BFA¹
Baldaro, Christie L.; BFA
Bankston, David W.; BFA
Barnes, Aubree B.; BA
Barraza, Holly Danielle; BA
Baucum, Ashtin L.; BA
Beaumont, Roger Linwood; BFA
Bean, Casey E.; BA
Becker, Baylee; BA
Bell, Nicole D.; BA²
Belz, Nicole M.; BS
Benavente, Stacy; BFA
Benítez, Carol Vanessa; BFA
Berger, Duncan T.; BFA
Bermúdez, Elicia; BFA
Bernal, Kaitlin Rose; BS
Bethea, Benjamin C.; BS
Billingsley, Michelle Lorraine; BA
Blackmon, Christy L.; BFA
Blackwell, Marci Raquel; BFA¹
Block, Mary Ann; BS
Bobbett, Cori L.; BS
Boriack, Brooke T.; BS¹
Borrego, Janelle N.; BA
Botter, Kaydee J.; BFA
 Bounds, Bailey R.; BA
 Bourne, Belinda Villanueva; BFA
 Boyd, Toby H.; BA
 Bradham, Myisha Ja Kara; BFA²
 Brady, Paige E.; BA³
Brass, Adam Lane; BA
Braun, Casey M.; BS
Braunstein, Sara E.; BA
Breezie, Katie Lynn; BA
Brink, Sarah E.; BFA²
Brooks, Destiny Nicole; BS
Brotherton, Steven M.; BFA
Broussard, Marie Lynn; BA
Brown, Taylor Mae; BA¹
Broyles, Lindsey M.; BS
Brucks, Adam David; BA
Buell, Ryan Joseph; BA
Burleson, Jessica N.; BS
Bustos, Jr., Michael J.; BS
Calloway, Benjamin Earl; BA
Cameron, Amanda Rose; BFA
Cannon, Abigail M.; BA
Cantu, Raquel M.; BA
Carr, Andrea Elizabeth; BA
Carrillo, Anthony Manuel; BFA
Carroll, Casey L.; BS³
Carvajal, Arthur Joseph; BM¹
Casas, Angelica C.; BA
Casey, Nicole Mary; BFA
Castillo, Alexandra B.; BA
Castillo, Matthew Kilpatrick; BFA²
Castro, Jr., Rodolfo; BM
Cavazos, Stephanie L.; BA
Cazares, Elizabeth; BA
Cepeda, Elsa; BA
Cervantes, Brittany N.; BA
Cervantes, Sandra B.; BS
Chance, Joseph M.; BA
Chandler, Tvia A.; BS
Chapelle, Eric R.; BA³
Chapla, Amanda Marie; BM
Chavez, Jordan Daniel; BS
Clark, Caitlin Mayfield; BA
Clark, Evan L.; BA
Clark, III, Matthew O’Ryan; BA
Cole, Enjoli Monique; BA
Conduesta-Sanchez, Neal L.; BA
Conley, Kali A.; BA²
Cooper, Nathan Lee; BA
Cottee, Frances G.; BA
Counts, Matthew L.; BA
Cox, Maeghan Elisabeth; BFA³
Coyle, Brittnie Ann; BS¹
Coyle, Chelsie Lee; BS²
Crabb, Jeryn R.; BA¹
Craven, Mary Catherine; BA
Crowley, Corrine Owens; BFA
Cuellar, Audrey Nicole; BA
D’Orazio, Stephanie M.; BFA²
Dahle, Aubrie L.; BFA
Dang, Sylvia Thuy Tien; BFA²
Danner, Kali Nicole; BA
Daou, IV, Anthony Joseph; BA
Darsi, Divya; BS¹
Davenport, Chelsea Mackenzie; BFA
Davenport, Michelle L.; BS
Davidson, Courtney Jane; BFA
Davis, Halie Ann; BA
Davis, Lacey R.; BFA
De Jong, Jessica D.; BFA²
De La Rosa, Krista L.; BFA
Dehmer, Chloe Alyssa; BFA
Deines, Melissa Lynne; BA
Delgado, Daniela I.; BA³
Delp, Abigial A.; BA
Dennis, Zakerj Miles; BFA³
Deppisch, Taylor D.; BFA²
Devault, Jade Richelle; BFA
Dieden, Matthew Townsend; BS
Dioguardi, Alyson K.; BA
Domeier, Sydnie N.; BA
Donnette, Ivy Elizabeth; BFA
Dooley, Bridget Anne; BA
Douglas, Ashton Lee; BS
Douglas, Ivory Nicole; BA
Driskell, Royal; BA
Duane, Katelynn Michelle; BS
Dugger, Madison M.; BA
Dunham, William W.; BA
Duper, Darby; BA³
Dwyer, Corinne L.; BA
Dyson, Irving A.; BFA²
Eason, Sarah K.; BS
Easton, Rhea I.; BA
Eddington, Taylor A.; BFA
Ehle, Rebecca Margaret; BFA
Eickbusch, David Aaron; BM¹
Eltilib, Abrar Abdelrahim; BA
Emmons, Amanda M.; BS
Endsley, Kara D.; BFA
Erdy, Ryan Joseph; BFA
Erxleben, Erin E.; BFA
Espejo, Omar A.; BFA
Esquivel, Jon M.; BFA
Evans, Danielle C.; BA
Evans, Jacqueline M.; BA
Fancher, Jarred Robert; BA
Farmer, Kelsie M.; BA
Feckzo, Julie B.; BS²
Fehrman, Kameron Lynn; BFA¹
Feltmate, Cameron C.; BS
Ferrier, Samantha M.; BA
Finger, Erin A.; BA
Flores, Garrett N.; BA
Ford, Ashley M.; BA
The honors designation listed is current as of two weeks prior to the commencement ceremonies.
Any changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the student’s official transcript.
COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Dr. Ruth B. Welborn, Dean

BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

Abrahams, Melika Antoinette; BSN
Adame, Elizabeth M.; BSCD
Alas, Jamie Lirio; BHA
Alegría, Jessica; BSN¹
Alexander, Erika; BSN
Allison, Britany Nicole, BSN
Alvarez-Florencio, Roxana; BHA¹
Anderson, Kristina Renee; BSN²
Angelito, Cassandra G.; BSHIM
Archer, Christine E.; BHA
Arzola, Angelica; BSRT²
Aveidi, Sameer John; BHA
Bado, Rosamaria K.; BSN
Bancook, Kristin M.; BSN³
Barile, J Steele; BSRC
Barker, Brandi N.; BSN
Barron, Antonio J.; BHA
Bazier, Cheyenne S.; BSCD³
Beattie, Tyler J.; BSN
Benavides, Stephanie A.; BSHIM
Bennett, Hollyann Desiree¹; BSN³
Beverly, Ryan A.; BSHIM
Bezuidenhout, Bronwyn A.; BSCD
Bhojani, Aafreen; BHA
Bishop, Molly L.; BSN
Blanchard, Katie Nicole; BSN³
Blankenhorn, Cara H.; BSN²
Blondell, Samantha Elaine Rachael; BSRC
Bomersbach, Kayla M.; BHA
Bowman, Elisabeth Diane; BSHIM
Bradfield, Barbara Atkins; BSN
Brenson, Anna Maria; BSCD¹
Breun, Kathryn J.; BSCD¹
Brewer, Jonathan Jemanuel; BSN
Brewer, Megan Christine; BSN³
Brooker, Amanda L.; BSCD¹
Brown, Genevieve Lynn; BSN³
Brysch, Casey L.; BHA
Burgess, Jazzma S.; BSRC
Cadoul, Christine N.; BSN²
Callahan, Ryan Taylor; BSN
Cameron, Zoe F.; BSN¹
Campion, Katie M.; BSN
Canales, Edward M.; BSHIM
Canon, Madeline K.; BSN³
Carr, Alison M.; BSN
Cavazos, Martha A.; BSCD³
Chico, Anna Theresa Torno; BSN
Children, Karah Lynnette; BSRC
Christian, Amy V.; BSN
Christilles, Meeka Nicole; BSN
Clontz, Madison Elaine; BSHIM³
Cowes, Ashley N.; BSRT¹
Cox, Kaylie Marie; BSRT
Culbertson, Jessica; BSRT³
D’Brass, Tharoon Joel; BSN³
Darwin-Scott, Kimberly Dale; BSHIM
Davis, Mary Catherine; BSRC³
Dudley, Kristi Michelle; BSHIM¹
Dziuk, Hannah Lynn; BSCD³
Eaton, Erin Lynn; BSN
Egwuagu, Jessica; BSN
Erickson, Audrey Lane; BSN
Evans, Aundrea Le'Trease; BHA
Falcon, Ciara L.; BSCD¹
Fasci, Nathalye M.; BSCD²
Francisco, Jeric Rendor; BSRT²
Franco, Angela; BSN
Frasquillo, Shawn A.; BSHIM³
Frazier, Kaleigh N.; BSHIM
Galaviz, Irma; BSRC
Garcia, Cheyenne J.; BHA
Garcia, Mackenzie D.; BSN
Garcia, Melissa J.; BSHIM
Garrison, Carah Gale; BSHIM
Gibson, Brittany J.; BSHIM
Gomez, Marisa Denise; BSHIM
Gonzales, Leonard Alyas; BSN
Gonzales, Marie Therese; BSHIM¹
Gonzalez, Amanda L.; BSHIM
Gonzalez, Sarah N.; BSCD²
Graham, Leighton Bishop; BSN¹
Grewing, Richard W.; BSN³
Griffin, Diana K.; BSCD¹
Gutierrez, Vanessa Araceli; BSCD²
Hackett, Allison Marie; BSCD³
Haddock, Rachel L.; BSN¹
Hahn, Jordan Connor; BHA²
Hale, Amy Lynn; BSN
Hall, Shelby T.; BSRT²
Hall, Tawnya I.; BSN³
Halverson, Gwendolyn Ann Laird; BSN³
Hamm, Kelsey Ann; BSN
Hammond, Christina M.; BSN
Harper, Brittany Loren; BSN²
Harrison, Linda E.; BSN
Hattener, Lauren M.; BSHIM
Hay, Elizabeth; BSN¹
Hayden, Courtney M.; BSRC
Hazelwood, Ryan; BSN
Heiland, Taylor C.; BHA
Heller, Sina Lee; BSN
Henderson, Kati R.; BSRC¹
Henfrey, Joshua William; BSCD²
Henrich, Rachel C.; BSCD¹
Hensarling, Rachel A.; BSN
Henson, Julia R.; BSN
Hewes, Aaron Daniel; BSN
Higgins, Haley; BSRC
Hobbs, Lauren; BSCD¹
Hodges, Sara E.; BHA
Holsworth, Jaime Lee; BHA¹
House, Kerbie L.; BSCD¹
Hughes, Brandi Maree; BSCD²
Hunter, Sarah C.; BSN
Ikpeme, Arit; BSHIM
Jagmin, James W.; BHA
Janssen, Danielle A.; BHA
Johnson, Jessica M.; BSHIM³
Jones, Taylor R.; BHA
Jones-Briscoe, Baeli K.; BHA
Kapp, Kamy Kristal; BSHIM²
Kearney, Nicole A.; BSHIM
Kelley, Danielle Lynn; BSN
Kenney, Tiffany; BSN
Kilgore, Chelsea Nicole; BSN³
King, Jennifer L.; BSCD¹
Klein, Lenza M.; BSHIM⁴
Kleping, Dakotah C.; BHA
Klimczuk, Megan, BSHIM
Korczynski, Kylee E.; BSCD¹
Landis, Sam Nash; BSHIM
Lara, Jr., John M.; BSRT
Latimer, Tamara Christine; BSHIM⁴
Ledbetter, Kristen M.; BSCD¹
Linan, Lindsay R.; BHA³
Lindhorst, Abbey L.; BSRT
Machala, Samantha A.; BSHIM
Martin, Staci E.; BSRT²
Martinez, Victoria Marie; BSHIM
Mazone, Mea G.; BSHIM³
McKinnon, Jamie Lynn; BSRT³
McMillin, Kerry Aindrea; BHA
Mendiola, Malerie J.; BSN
Meredith, Shelby L.; BSN
Millar, Mark M.; BSRT²
Miller, Erin N.; BSN³
Miller, Hillary J.; BHA
Milligan, Amy C.; BSRC
Miranda, Drew M.; BHA
Molina, Marissa L.; BSCD¹
Molina, Samantha Lynn Nunez; BSHIM³
Monk, Marcia Gwen; BSCD¹
Moore, Jessica N.; BSN³
Moreno, Claudia Rocío, BSCD²
Morgan, Hannah Lee; BSHIM
Mouser, Shelly Bartsch; BSN
Nauta, Megan B.; BSCD¹
Neal, Heather Elise; BSHIM¹
Nesbitt, Lauren M.; BSN
Nguyen, Thu-Huong Thi; BHA
Nowell, Nathan R.; BHA
O’Connor, Nicole Elizabeth; BSHIM¹
O’Grady, Taylor L.; BSRC
Ormond, Tina M.; BSHIM
Ortiz, Giselle C.; BSHIM
Palmer, Jessika Merecedes; BSHIM³
Panning, Kaylin Blair; BSCD³
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Parham, Jasmine M.; BSCD
Pawelek, Taryn N.; BSHIM
Pennington, Taylor L.; BSCD
Perez Saabi, Mariana; BSCD
Perez, Christy Marie; BSN
Perez, Michelle M.; BSHIM
Perry, Chelsea L.; BSN
Peterfa, Timea A.; BSN
Pfaff, Ashley E.; BHA
Piller, Lauren R.; BSN
Prater, Monica J.; BSN
Pritchard, Rachel M.; BHA
Quintanilla, Lisa Monique; BSCD
Raine, Brittany Elizabeth; BSN
Ramsey, Sydney Michele; BSRT
Reese, Kathryn Elizabeth; BSRC
Reeves, Matthew; BSN
Rios, Brandy M.; BSN
Roberts, Anna Lloyd; BSN
Roberts, Weldon B.; BSRC
Robertson, Julie K.; BSN
Roeder, Jenna C.; BSN
Rooney, Shannon K.; BSN
Ruks, Whitney A.; BSN
Salcedo, Jared H.; BSCD
Sanchez, Crystal J.; BSHIM
Sanders, Tiffany T.; BSHIM
Sandoval, Jose; BSHIM
Sassman, Michelle B.; BSCD
Saxton, Leslie A.; BSCD
Schaffer, Macie B.; BHA
Schelde, Rachel Jacklynn; BSRC
Shannon, Elizabeth R.; BSN
Sheldon, Kelly-Ann M.; BHA
Simmons, Taylor N.; BHA
Smith, Dana V.; BSN
Smith, Elysha Christina; BSN
Smith, Taylor A.; BSCD
Soos, Kristen M.; BSCD
Soto, Jr., Oscar; BSHIM
Steckel, Kristen N.; BSRT
Stein, Gretchen Edith; BSCD
Stricklan, Lindsay K.; BSRC
Sudac, Anne E.; BSN
Terrell, Julia L.; BSCD
Toivonen, Katherine Martin; BSHIM
Torti, Christine Michelle; BSN
Tosto, Sarah A.; BSRT
Townsend, Claire M.; BSHIM
Trainer, Emily L.; BSCD
Urick, Rachael L.; BSN
Uy Bico, Davey Sarmiento; BHA
Van Noy, Jerry A.; BSN
Varteressian, Karen E.; BSN
Vasquez, Jr., Jose Alfredo; BHA
Vela, Eunice N.; BSCD
Vela, Maria Emilia; BSN
Velasquez, Ryan; BSN
Videtta Lopez, Paula Andreina; BSCD
Villaquiran, Karen; BSRT
Walden, Kay Ilene; BHA
Walker, Leslie Erin; BSN
Wane, Diangana; BSHIM
Weber, Kendallyn L.; BSN
West, Samantha Irene; BSHIM
White, Elizabeth A.; BSN
Whitfield, Amy L.; BSHIM
Wilburn, Megan E.; BSCD
Williams, Jr., Keith D.; BSRC
Winkler, Lauren Michelle; BSN
Wu, Colleen Marie; BSHIM
Wulf, Kathryn Margaret; BSHIM
Yanez, Brianna C.; BSN
Yeary, Mary K.; BSHIM
Yepez, Mindy M.; BSRT
Zamarripa, Cristian O.; BHA
Ziskind, Elena Alexandrovna; BSHIM

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

The honors designation listed is current as of two weeks prior to the commencement ceremonies.
Any changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the student’s official transcript.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
Dr. Michael Hennessy, Dean

BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

Adamek, Jesseca M.; BA
Adamez, Mark Anthony; BS
Aguilar, Brenda L.; BS
Akers, Nathan E.; BA
Albury, Elizabeth Ann A.; BA
Alexander, Amanda P.; BPA
Alford, Veronica M.; BA
Allen, Zakeia J.; BA
Almaraz, Richard C.; BA
Altm, III, Gilbert J.; BPA
Alvarado, Jesus Alejandro; BA
Alvidrez, Francisco A.; BS
Amador, Joshua D.; BA
Ancira, Julia Day; BA
Andrews, Joseph Glenn; BS
Andrews, Kathleen E.; BS
Andrews, Joseph Glenn; BS
Antonio, Priscilla; BA
Aparicio, Jr., Samuel; BA
Arabzadegan, Zoe; BA
Aries, Andrew Zachary; BPA
Arevalo, Edward M.; BA
Armstrong, Alyssa; BS
Armstrong, Ashley R.; BA
Arredondo, Crystal M.; BA
Ashford, Geoffrey A.; BA
Avila, Sara; BPA
Avila, Vanessa Lyana; BA
Ax, Sandra Lynn; BA
Ayala, Jorge L.; BS
Ayers, Ashlee D.; BA
Ayresworth, John E.; BA
Balaban, Inna; BA
Balda, Danielle Marie; BS
Band, Adriana; BA
Barajas, Alison L.; BA
Baran, Kristyne Paulette; BA
Barnes, Eugenia Marie; BS
Barnes, Madeline R.; BA
Barreda, Joel; BA
Barrera, Bernice; BA
Barrientes, Marciee Louise; BA
Beach, Craig A.; BA
Beagle, Taylor G.; BS
Beaulieu, Maryse; BA
Beckett, Lauren J.; BPA
Bednarz, Amanda K.; BS
Beltran, Jennifer; BA
Bennage, Michele E.; BA
Benavides, Gloria L.; BA
Bender, David K.; BA
Bennett, Kristen M.; BA
Bernal, Juan M.; BA
Benn, Anna R.; BS
Bertram, Benjamin R.; BS
Bertsch, Shelby Anne; BS
Betz, Jessica A.; BA
Biel, James D.; BA
Blake, Leah Katherine; BA
Blandford, Whitney T.; BPA
Bledsoe, Kyrie Christine; BA
Bloodgood, Jessica M.; BA
Boer, Jennifer Marie; BS
Boggan, Chelsea P.; BA
Bolfing, Kelsey E.; BS
Bolivar, Yuri A.; BA
Bonilla, Nicolette E.; BA
Bookout, Rachel E.; BPA
Borrego, Janelle Nicole; BA
Bost, Brian A.; BS
Bostick, Megan R.; BA
Boswell, Melanie L.; BA
Boudreaux, Tiffany Michelle; BA
Boutin, Mark Robert; BS
Bowen, Ryan A.; BA
Bowman, Natalie R.; BS
Breazeal, Christopher J.; BA
Brewer, Megan T.; BA
Bridwell, Jason Daniel; BS
Brown, Amanda R.; BA
Brown, Philip E.; BS
Brown, Regina R.; BA
Bruch, Andrew R., BS
Bryand, Nelson; BA
Buchholz, Shanann B.; BA
Bucknall, Elliott P.; BS
Buckner, Brandi L.; BA
Burros, Patricia A.; BS
Bustos, Joanna M.; BS
Bustos, Ill, Juan; BA
Butler, Coleman Wayne; BS
Caban, Andrew S.; BS
Cabrera, Ishtar I.; BA
Caddell, Jr., Hector; BA
Cahill, Joshua K.; BA
Cain, Lucas A.; BA
Caines, Iwlan; BA
Calaway, Mathew R.; BS
Calderon, Alejandro Javier; BS
Calise, Carly M.; BA
Camarillo-Vinhais, Maria D.; BA
Camp, Justin P.; BS
Campbell, Joseph W.; BS
Capehart, Richard M.; BA
Carlson, Jennifer A.; BA
Carlton, Thomas Bourke; BA
Carpenter, Blake Parrish; BA
Carasco, Iris; BA
Carrejo, Dylan Anthony; BS
Carrington, Christopher Alan; BA
Carter, Ashley M.; BA
Carter, Jacob A.; BA
Casanova, Selena R.; BAIS
Casarez, Amanda K.; BA
Casillas, Eric J.; BPA
Castro, Izamar Y.; BA
Cates, Christopher D.; BA
Catlin, Alan Ronald; BS
Cecil, Andrew T.; BA
Chafin, Dana L.; BA
Chennault, Michael I.; BA
Childress, Whitney M.; BA
Chisolm-Morgan, Dalton V.; BPA
Chung, Alana Jade; BA
Chung, Shana A.; BA
Ciavaroni, Samantha K.; BA
Clark, Christopher A.; BS
Clark, Clayton H.; BA
Clark, Kaitlin Elise; BA
Clauson, Lindsey N.; BA
Clloyd, Alexandra Taylor; BA
Coble, Amber Michelle; BA
Cochrane, Christine Michelle; BA
Cohn, Shelby Renee; BA
Collins, Emily Elizabeth; BA
Collins, Katelyn Meghan; BA
Comer, Kaitlyn L.; BA
Contreras, Gabriela; BA
Cook, Holly Diane; BS
Cooper, Lisa L.; BA
Cooper, Robin L.; BA
Correa, Theodore B.; BA
Cortes, Victor M.; BS
Cortez, Vanessa L.; BA
Cox, Chester A.; BA
Cox, Elizabeth M.; BAIS, BA
Cox, Leanne Marie; BA
Cromwell, Christian D.; BS
Cronin, Jonathan R.; BS
Cruz, Timothy Isaiah; BA
Cruz-Mendez, Francisco; BAIS
Cu, Stephanie T.; BA
Culberson, Justin Randall; BS
Dahal, Bhumika; BA
Dalley, William Winthrop; BA
Damic, Nicolo Alberto; BA
Daniel, Jami S.; BA
Davis, Clifton L.; BA
Davis, Erin L.; BA
Davis, Luke L.; BA
Davis, Rebecca Faye; BAIS
Davis, Weston Lee; BS
Day, Courtney R.; BS
De La Cruz, Krishna Iannelli; BA
De La Rosa, Talisa Jo; BA
DeSalvo, Cody Lee; BPA
Deardorff, Amari D.; BA
Decker, Audrey Elise; BA
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Howe, Ashley N.; BS
Howes, Sydney Hind; BAIS
Howze, Lindsay Elizabeth; BAIS
Hudnall, Michelle L.; BA
Hudson, Jill A.; BA
Huerta, Joseph A.; BS
Hughes, Rachel C.; BAIS
Hummons, Il, Kevin C.; BS
Humphrey, Brandon S.; BS
Hunt, Kendall A.; BA
Hustead, Sara Elizabeth; BS³
Hyde, Austin S.; BA
Inencion, Mercedes; BS
Invernizzi, Francesca; BA³
Ireland, Mary H.; BA
Jackson, Ashleigh Lenora; BPA
Jameson, Michelle Lynne; BAIS
Jaskinia, Wesley J.; BA
Kita, Christopher D.; BA
Kosey, Joseph D.; BS
Kuhlmann, Ashley A.; BA
Krause, Scott M.; BS
Krause, Emily J.; BA
Killebrew Richardson, Michael; BS
Kiser, Alexis L.; BA
Koen, Lucy Bethel; BS
Kotin, Elizabeth D.; BA¹
Kraemer, Kimberly P.; BS
Krause, Scott M.; BS
Kuhlmann, Ashley A.; BA
Kusey, Joseph D.; BS
Kuta, Christopher D.; BA
Landaverde, Yadira Yasmin; BA
Lariez, Anesha M.; BA
Larrison, Axl G.; BS
Larson, Brianna S.; BAIS
Latimer, Robert P.; BS
Lauderdale, Chelsea L.; BA¹
Laxson, Jerad B.; BS¹
Leake, Sarah D.; BS
Leal, Logan; BA¹
Lee, Jason Scott; BA
Lee, Kayla Joyce; BA¹
Leeks, Jade A.; BA
Leland, Victoria Anne; BA²

Leystra, Kirsten M.; BA
Lindsey, Lauren Elisabeth; BA
Lipscomb, Katelyn Renee; BA
Lockett, Crystal L.; BAIS
Logan, Briahna Simone; BA²
Long, Jennifer Anastasia; BAIS¹
Lopez, Bianca Gabrielle; BA
Lopez, Felix; BA
Lopez, Jennifer Ann; BS
Love, Alexandra E.; BA
Love, Mallory Anne; BA
Luallin, Stephanie S.; BA³
Lucchese Stewart, Martha Isabella; BA¹
Lyman, John H.; BS²
MacNaul, Hannah L.; BA
Maddish, Benjamin M.; BA
Madiane, Tarik J.; BS
Magallon, Amie R.; BA
Magana, Daniel; BA
Magee, Maggie M.; BAIS
Majewski, Denis F.; BAIS²
Maldonado, Diana J.; BA
Maldonado, Flor Kristina; BS
Malek, Nathan Shaw; BS¹
Manak, Justin Matthew; BS
Marcone, Mallory Claire; BA¹
Margeson, Kaitlyn F.; BA
Marin Ochoa, Leticia; BS
Markovits, Lindsey T.; BS
Marshall, Anna Teckela; BA¹
Martens, Allison Faith; BA²
Martin, Charles Garrett; BS
Martin, Kyle A.; BA
Martin, Matthew J.; BA¹
Martin-Buhdorff, Madelyn M.; BA
Martinez, Alex J.; BA
Martinez, Gabriela; BA³
Martinez, II, Miguel A.; BA
Martinez, Jr., Pablo; BA¹
Massey, Franklin R.; BS
Massey, Mattye S.; BS
Mayeux, Stephanie Odette Ducommun; BA
Mayworn, Justin R.; BS
McClendon, Matthew Alan; BS
McCready-Nolen, Philip James; BA
McCullough, Michael R.; BA
McDonald, Blayne R.; BA
McDonald, Chelsea N.; BA
McElroy, Jr., Kenneth Wade; BA
McElyea, Adam David; BPA
McGowan, Crystal L.; BA
McMahan, Patrick; BS
McMaster, Heather A.; BA¹
McMinn, Peter Kennedy; BS
McNeely, Brittany A.; BA¹
McNerney, Brendan Patrick; BAIS
McLean, Sarah J.; BA
Meagher, Stephen Bourke; BAIS
Medellin, II, Benjamin; BA
Mejia, Katherine; BA²
Mendez, Alexandra C.; BA

Merino, Tracey G.; BA
Miazz, V. James F.; BS
Michel, Patricia; BS
Mihalco, Daniel; BA
Miller, Matthew Nicholas; BA
Miller, Rebekah Katherine; BA
Miller, Stephen Dale; BS³
Miranda, Alyssa Ruth; BA³
Mobley, Brandon Charles; BA
Modarelli, Stephanie C.; BS
Modi, Julia P.; BPA
Molina, Perla; BA
Molinari, Brittni A.; BS
Monreal, Mitchell Nathan; BA¹
Montejano, Julian J.; BS
Montemayor, Jonathan; BA
Moore, Jessica; BS
Moore, Joseph R.; BA
Mora, Alma D.; BS
Mora, Gabrina R.; BA
Moreno, Erica D.; BA
Moreno, Lauren E.; BA
Morris, Bryan J.; BS
Morris, Casey Leigh; BS²
Morris, Kathryn Lynn; BS
Morton, Benjamin; BS²
Mounts, Brennan A.; BA³
Munden, Max M.; BS
Mundle, Daniel A.; BA
Muniz-Estrada, Cristinalmar; BA³
Munoz, Andrea; BA
Munoz, Manuel Alejandro; BA
Munoz, Matthew W.; BA
Munten, Anca M.; BAIS
Murad, Christopher J.; BS
Murff, Tyler R.; BPA³
Murphy, Christopher P.; BA²
Mynar, Logan B.; BS
Neira, Erinda C.; BA
Nelson, II, James Alan; BA
Newlin, Kelly; BA
Ngo, Johnny; BAIS
Nguyen, Andrew M.; BA
Nguyen, My Nhan Thi; BS
Nicoli, Victor Michael; BA
Norfleet, Jordan D.; BS
Norman, Casey W.; BA³
Nussle, Lindsey T.; BA³
O'Brien, Jordan A.; BA
Oakes, Amy Lyn; BA¹
Oballe, Daniel C.; BPA
Odom, Zachariah T.; BA
Olden, Mark O.; BS
Olive, J B Gerona; BS
Oliver, Nadine E.; BS¹
Olsen, Dillon C.; BS
Olsen, Stacy Aurora; BS
Oneal, Cale R.; BA
Oot, Tara L.; BAIS
Orlando, Anthony J.; BS
Ortega, Darlene; BA
Van Der Graaff, Ysabella; BA
Van Ness, Olivia E.; BA\textsuperscript{2}
Vanek, Taylor; BA
Vargas, Mireya; BA
Vasquez, Nelly; BA
Vasquez, Sarah M.; BA
Vasquez, Wendy; BA
Vaught, Elizabeth L.; BA
Vazquez, Daniel; BA
Velasco, Jaime M.; BA
Velazquez, Jennifer; BS
Velazquez, Jessica A.; BA
Veselka, Tara L.; BA
Vicinazi, Melanie R.; BA
Villalobos, Andrea Z.; BS\textsuperscript{2}
Villanueva, Anahi; BA
Villarreal, Leslie Lynette; BA
Villarreal, Nicholas Robb; BS
Villegas, Jr., Hugo A.; BA
Vlajnic, Kristina; BA
Vollmer, Dillon Pate; BS
Vordick, Tyson W.; BA
Wade, Benjamin Jose; BAIS
Waldrop, Kevin M.; BS
Wallencey, Jennifer L.; BA
Walker, Lee Roy; BS\textsuperscript{3}
Walker, Sarah E.; BS
Wallace, Derek K.; BS
Wallace, Jasmine S.; BA
Walluk, Seth Warren; BA
Walsh, Brendan L.; BAIS
Walsh, Kelly C.; BA\textsuperscript{3}
Ward, Layne A.; BPA
Warden, Danielle Janette; BS
Warner, Alexandra Denyse; BA, BS\textsuperscript{1}
Warnock, Heather Nicole; BS
Washington, Jr., Ronny D.; BS
Watt, Justin T.; BS
Watts, Ashley Renee; BS
Weatherly, II, James Arch; BA\textsuperscript{2}
Weaver, Kathryn M.; BA
Webb, Megan Rae; BA\textsuperscript{2}
Weeks, Eric W.; BS\textsuperscript{1}
Welborn, Carie; BA
Welch, Carter A.; BA
Wesley, Elizabeth J.; BS\textsuperscript{1}
Westbrook, Taylor Renee; BA
Whalen, Brittany L.; BS
White, Joshua Patrick; BS
White, Uniqua S.; BA
Williams, Alyson Ann; BS
Williams, Diamonique L.; BA
Williams, John Grafton; BA
Williams, Justin L.; BS
Williams, Terryn Shante; BA\textsuperscript{2}
Williamson, Haley R.; BS\textsuperscript{2}
Willis, Kelsi R.; BS\textsuperscript{1}
Wilnot, Angela R.; BA\textsuperscript{3}
Wilson, Luna Kaliska; BA
Wilson, II, Travis Eugene; BS
Winkler, Melanie D.; BA
Wise, Robert W.; BS
Witkowski, Taylor; BA
Wolfe, Erin E.; BA
Wood, Kalimarie; BA
Woods, Christy Marie; BAIS
Woodward, Samuel D.; BA
Woolbert, David Lang; BS
Worley, Rose M.; BA
Xavier, Nathaniel A.; BA\textsuperscript{2}
Yates, Elizabeth M.; BA
Yates, Grace A.; BAIS
Ybarra, Erica Renee; BA
Young, Cameron R.; BPA
Zahrianiak, Callah L.; BAIS
Zell, Zoe Patricia; BS\textsuperscript{1}
Zepeda, Andrea Alexis; BA
Zuniga, Christian A.; BS
Zwick, Alexandria M.; BA\textsuperscript{3}
zumBrunnen, Austin J.; BA

\textsuperscript{1}Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) \textsuperscript{2}Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) \textsuperscript{3}Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

*The honors designation listed is current as of two weeks prior to the commencement ceremonies. Any changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the student’s official transcript.*
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Dr. Stephen B. Seidman, Dean

BACHELOR'S CANDIDATES

Aberra, Berouk M.; BS
Acosta, Adrienne C.; BS
Adikaram, Charitha; BS
Aguilar, Silvia I. I.; BS
Ahmad, Jamal Mathew; BA
Alvarez, Christopher A.; BS
Alvarado, Stephanie; BS
Alferez, Jr., Saul; BS
Akins, Ryan C.; BS
Ahmad, Mariam; BS
Aguilar, Silvia Ixlu; BS
Adikaram, Charitha; BS
Aberra, Berouk M.; BS
Chambers, Justin M.; BS
Caviel, Cristan A.; BS
Caswell, Brett Taylor; BS
Caviel, Cristan A.; BS
Chalupsy, Daniel Alexander; BST
Chambers, Justin M.; BS
Chandler, Katherine C.; BS
Chasse, Kaylyn A.; BS
Chavez, Maria C.; BS
Chisum, David W.; BS
Christian, Nancy L.; BS
Cisse, Daouda; BS
Clouse, Madeline Marie; BS
Collard, Priscilla Rhea; BS
Collazo, Maria L.; BS
Como, Chance B.; BST
Cook, David E.; BS
Coombs, Kiara J.; BS
Correa, Jr., Jaime; BS
Cotlow-Lopez, Karlyn Janet-Marie; BS
Cox, Cody T.; BS
Craft, Ashley Marrie; BS
Cruz Medrano, Edward Eleazar; BS
Cubides, Sebastian D.; BS
Dalton, Chris Michael; BS
Dawkins, Ashley N.; BS
Deckert, Dan D.; BS
Digiovanni, Jason Adam; BS
Dindinger, Courtney Amanda; BS
Dixon, Zachary Christopher; BS
Dombrowski, Austin S.; BST
Dowla, Nadia; BS
Drinkard, Jacob W.; BS
Drobnicki, Walter Joseph; BS
Duan, Nan; BS
Duvall, Kimberly J.; BS
Edmonds, Bryan A.; BS
Elizondo, Michael George; BS
Erwin, Paul Michael; BS
Estrada, Eric R.; BS
Estrada, Karla; BS
Farris, James Owen; BS
Fedorchak, Jacob A.; BST
Ferrer, Mercedes Alicia; BS
Fletcher, John H.; BS
Flores, Jose Herman; BA
Foster, Briana Marie; BS
Furrier, Adam; BA
Galindo, Sable M.; BST
Garcia, Alexandra; BS
Garcia, Hector J.; BST
Gardner, Jr., Troy J.; BS
Gaubatz, Aaron B.; BS
Gaylord, Hannah Elizabeth; BS
Ghon, Raddiette; BS
Gibson, Hannah Symone; BS
Gold, Brian David; BS
Gomez, Carlos E.; BS
Gonzales, Bronte R.; BS
Gorena, Travis E.; BS
Gray, Taevia A.; BS
Green, Derrick J.; BS
Greenwalt, Richard Evan; BS
Gregory, Carolyn M.; BS
Gregory, Kristin N.; BS
Griffitts, Brandon L.; BS
Grosch, Nathan Andrew; BS
Gutierrez, Cristina B.; BS
Gutierrez, Jessica L.; BS
Hacker, Christina M.; BS
Hall, Emily A.; BS
Hall, Jeffrey Dylan; BS
Hall, Tellis Joe Levi; BS
Ham, Brian Patrick; BS
Harmon, Brandon A.; BS
Hartgrove, Ashley M.; BS
Henson, Ryan J.; BS
Herman, Laura Marie; BS
Hernandez, Ana Yensi; BS
Hernandez, Hope; BS
Hickey, Brian P.; BS
Hill, Matthew Ryan; BS
Hinze, Heather Joy; BA
Hoff, Logan A.; BA
Hoffman, Karl William; BS
Holiday, Jessica A.; BS
Horton, Christopher E.; BS
Hough, Erik C.; BS
Houser, Cody L.; BS
Houston, Cory Chance; BS
Hyun, Giehye; BS
Iszard, Zachary Wainwright; BS
Jacher, Kristyn A.; BS
Jackson, Matthew Nicholas; BS
Jackson, Robert D.; BS
Jiral, Kaitlin Grace; BS
Johnson, Alexander Matthew; BS
Johnson, Alexander Ryan; BS
Johnson, Thomas J.; BA
Jones, Austin J.; BST
Jordan, Trevor A.; BS
Jozwiak, Casey Lynn; BS
Jung, Sang H.; BS
Karrer, Isaac M.; BS
Katrenick, Alexander Stephen; BS
Kendrick, Katie Addilynn; BS
King, Michael D.; BST
Knowlan, Ross W.; BS
Koslan, Nicholas Alan; BS
Kritikos, Georgiana A.; BS
LaButis, Geoffrey A.; BS
Lanford, Thomas M.; BS
Lassiter, Timothy K.; BS
Laughinghouse, Megan M.; BS
Leaf Brol, Hector Adolfo; BS
Lee, Amanda M.; BS
Lee, Jason Scott; BS
Lee, Kaitlynn Anne; BS
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Lenhart, Scott D.; BST
Long, Kimberly J.; BS
Lopez, Elizabeth A.; BS
Lopez, Evan Ayadi Adrianna; BS
Lowrance, Jeremy; BST
Maberry, Leigh Kathleen; BS
Mabry, Alexander T.; BS
MacDonald, Ian Patrick; BS
Maness, Preston Mark-Andrew; BS
Marinski, Geoffrey; BS
Marques, Michael J.; BS
Mason, Austin James; BS
Mayorga, Elliott G.; BS
McBride, Joseph R.; BST
McCarthy, Marie Christine; BS
McCaskill, Ronald Douglas; BS
McElroy, Ryan R.; BS
McGinty, Joshua Reed; BS
McKinzie, Jamie; BS
McMullen, Joshua Stephen; BS
McSpadden, Garrett Robert; BS
Mechler, Aaron; BS
Mertz, Colton K.; BS
Mescher, Jacob Dixon; BS
Middleton, Kelsey Nicole; BS
Moran, Samuel P.; BS
Moreno, Jay E.; BS
Morril, Thomas N.; BS
Mothersbaugh, William Travis; BS
Mouser, Andrew D.; BS
Mozley, Stephanie Gail; BS
Munder, Laura M.; BS
Munoz, Celeste M.; BS
Myers, Garrett D.; BS
Nairn, Jill J.; BS
Naughton, James R.; BS
Nguyen, Minh Cao; BS
Nguyen, Minh-Anh Ngoc; BS
Ohman, Meg M.; BS
Ojeda, Nina Elizabeth; BS
Ott, Brett D.; BS
Owen, Loegan Andrew; BS
Paiga, Cameron Nathaniel; BS
Palacios, Jesus B.; BS
Pape, Brandon D.; BS
Park, Dami N.; BS
Parrish, Lauren N.; BS
Patel, Hina P.; BS
Pena, Jesus Rodrigo; BS
Phillips, Lauren Nicole; BS
Pigg, Tera C.; BS
Poarch, Il, Carey W.; BS
Ponzo, Daniel Adrian; BA
Prince, Aaron Cade; BST
Pritchard, Danielle N.; BS
Porcell, Tyler Luke; BS
Ramos, Rene M.; BS
Rapier, Frances Helen; BS
Reed, Jackson Starling; BS
Reeves, Allison M.; BS
Reverman, Sarah Michelle; BS
Rhoades, Jack E.; BS
Richardson, Desiree N.; BS
Richardson, Matthew R.; BS
Riojas, Angelica Marie; BS
Rivera, Michelle Ashley; BS
Roach, Clarissa Marie; BS
Roan, Emily H.; BS
Roblin, Glenn A.; BS
Ross, Brian Jadiiri; BS
Sabochick, Joseph Michael; BS
Salazar, David A.; BA
Salazar, Rebecca S.; BS
Salmons, Brandon S.; BS
Salone, Jonathan M.; BS
Sanders, Jeremy Heath; BST
Sarabia, Gabriel; BS
Scanes, Cory Michael; BS
Schubert, Taylor G.; BS
Schultz, Alexander J.; BS
Scott, Taylor J.; BS
Seagroves, Lauren Ashley; BS
Sharp, Daniel Austin; BS
Shields, Heather Marie; BS
Siegel, Jerome; BS
Sincerbox, Katherine Anne; BS
Sison, Mark Anthony Santiago; BS
Slagle, Robyn M.; BS
Smith, Christopher L.; BS
Smith, Daniel W.; BS
Smith, Kyle Carter; BS
Sousares, Michaela M.; BS
Speer, Emily L.; BS
Spiegel, Michael T.; BS
Spinks, Thomas J.; BS
Springer, Daniel W.; BST
Staples, Robert P.; BS
Stefaniak, Robert J.; BS
Sterling, Keegan L.; BS
Stewart, Logan Keilan; BS
Stice, Brian; BS
Suarez, Andrew; BS
Swiney, Lance Alan; BS
Tanzini, Paul A.; BA
Taylor, Wendy R.; BST
Thornhill, Starla Gayle; BS
Tiegs, Jr., Daniel P.; BS
Tompkins, Eric T.; BST
Trinh, Hai Hoang; BS
Turner, Tim P.; BS
Ubani, Amarachi Nancy; BS
Unruh, Ryan Christopher; BS
Valdez, Drew M.; BS
Van Slyke, Brandon Allan; BS
Vance, Courtney Marie; BS
Vanderheyden, Jessica L.; BS
Varnado, Aja Virus; BS
Vaughn, Tyler J.; BS
Vega, Samuel Alfonso; BS
Vekasy, Michelle Elizabeth; BS
Vignaud, Eric N.; BS
Villa, Adriana M.; BS
Waddill, Jackson Marshall; BS
Walters, Max; BS
Ward, Chynna Doll; BS
Warren, James Steven; BS
Warren, Sofia C.; BS
Waterfallen, III, James Robert; BS
Weatherby, Drew Wayne; BS
Welch, Eric W.; BS
Wentworth, Ashton A.; BS
West, Rexton Allen; BS
White, James L.; BS
Whiteley, Jack Hayden; BS
Wild, Leigh D.; BS
Williams, Sion A.; BS
Williams, Storm Lamar; BS
Wolling, Timothy J.; BS
Wood, Katy L.; BS
Wray, Joshua J.; BS
Wright, Jonathan L.; BS
Zarate, Derek A.; BS
Zurek, Lucas Vincent; BS

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

The honors designation listed is current as of two weeks prior to the commencement ceremonies.
Any changes to a student's honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the student's official transcript.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Dr. Daniel A. Brown, Dean

BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baker, Jaime A.; BGS</th>
<th>Kirk, Wendi M.; BGS</th>
<th>Stumph, Andrew J.; BGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bruette, Brice S.; BGS</td>
<td>Petersen, Jr., John A.; BGS</td>
<td>Taber, Madison A.; BGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins, William K.; BGS</td>
<td>Skidmore, Kenda S.; BGS</td>
<td>Wooten, Lauren M.; BGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gutierrez, Ryan A.; BGS</td>
<td>Skiles, Christopher Michael; BGS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Ashley M.; BGS</td>
<td>Smith, Tyler Paul; BGS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) ²Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) ³Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

The honors designation listed is current as of two weeks prior to the commencement ceremonies. Any changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the student’s official transcript.
PEREZ, ANA G.
Herbs: Cultivation, Culinary Use and Curative Properties
Supervising Professor: Dr. Kenneth Mix, Department of Agriculture

MCCOY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

GALVIN, SHELBY LEIGH
Closing the Preparedness Gap Through Leadership and Professional Development
Supervising Professor: Dr. Robin Mathis, Department of Management

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

TURNER, TIA
Thinking Caps and Running Laps: Exploring the Importance of Physical Activity and Cognitive Development
Supervising Professor: Dr. Lori Czop Assaf, Department of Curriculum and Instruction

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION

HENRY, JR., CHRISTOPHER GUY
A Cultural Critique of Contemporary Science Fiction Film
Supervising Professor: Dr. Roseann Mandziuk, Department of Communication Studies

HOM-NICI, EMILY GRACE
Design and Construction of a Visual Degree Audit Software: An Application of Visual Communication, Project Management, and Graph Theory
Supervising Professor: Mr. Grayson Lawrence, School of Art and Design

LOECHEL, JESSICA LORAIN
Listening to the Rain: A Contemporary Look at the Works of Alan Watts
Supervising Professor: Mrs. Laura Ellis-Lai, Department of English

SHEEHAN, MATTHEW DANIEL
TEDucation: Creating a Curriculum for a TED Talks Honors Course
Supervising Professor: Mr. John Hood, Honors College

STEVENS, DANIELLE EMILY
Supervising Professor: Dr. Kay Lipton, School of Music

VILLALOBOS, LAURA E.
P.L.U.R.: An Inside Perspective Into the American Rave Culture
Supervising Professor: Mr. Mark Erickson, School of Music

COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

HOLLINGSWORTH, JAIME LEE
Implementing a Therapy Dog Program in a Long-Term Geriatric Care Facility: A Seminar for Health Administrators
Supervising Professor: Dr. Eileen Morrison, School of Health Administration

MARTIN, STACI E.
The Effects of Alcohol Usage on Cancer Patients Receiving Radiation Treatments
Supervising Professor: Dr. Reynaldo G. Lozano, Radiation Therapy Program
COLLINS, EMILY ELIZABETH
The Witnesses: Stories about Childhood
Supervising Professor: Dr. Teya Rosenberg, Department of English

HARMON, KELSEY N.
Chatting about Khat: The Impact on Ethiopia
Supervising Professor: Dr. Catherine Hawkins, School of Social Work

HERRIN, JESSE ELIZABETH
Identifying Language Issues for English Language Learners in Algebra Classrooms
Supervising Professor: Dr. Maria Alejandra Sorto, Department of Mathematics

HUGHEY, RACHEL C.
High Modernism of Human Trafficking: Ideological Criticism of Central Planners and Their Impact on NGOs in Texas
Supervising Professor: Dr. Jessica Pliley, Department of History

KAPPLER, PAUL RUBIN
American Attitudes Toward Welfare
Supervising Professor: Dr. Robert Price, Department of Sociology

MARCON, MALLORY CLAIRE
Digital Archaeology and the Curation Crisis: 3D Modeling as an Answer to Collections Access and Use
Supervising Professor: Dr. Stephen L. Black, Department of Anthropology

MARTIN, MATTHEW J.
Excisions of Order
Supervising Professor: Dr. John M. Blair, Department of English

NUSSLE, LINDSEY T.
Resiliency: A Stable Trait or a Dynamic and Situational Process?
Supervising Professor: Dr. Harvey Ginsburg, Department of Psychology

OLIVER, NADINE E.
The Post-Communist Urban Landscape of Bucharest, Romania
Supervising Professor: Dr. Richard A. Earl, Department of Geography

PUTNAM, STEVEN PHILIP
Management Styles in Relationship to Small Group Output: Let’s Standardize Management Practices
Supervising Professor: Dr. Richard L. Archer, Department of Psychology

ROCHESTER, MATTHEW CASEY
Trends in Gender and Sexuality in Contemporary Children’s Fairy Tales
Supervising Professor: Dr. Caroline Jones, Department of English

TIMPERLAKE, ERIN CELESTE
Mirror Neuron Function: An Examination of Differences Relevant to Empathy and Autism
Supervising Professor: Dr. Crystal Oberle, Department of Psychology

VILLALOBOS, ANDREA Z.
New Urbanism and Diverse Communities: An Analysis of Kyle, Texas
Supervising Professor: Dr. James Vaughan, Honors College

WARNER, ALEXANDRA DENISE
For Honor and Country: Understanding the Link Between Football Hooliganism and Nationalism
Supervising Professor: Dr. Nathan Pino, Department of Sociology

ZELL, ZOE PATRICIA
Tolerant Cuba and Homophobic Russia: Examining LGBT Policies and Attitudes in Cuba And Russia
Supervising Professor: Dr. Sarah Blue, Department of Geography
BAKER, BREN T ARTHUR
The Process of Natural Selection: Does Student Understanding Differ Between Rural and Urban Schools?
Supervising Professor: Dr. Sandra West Moody, Department of Biology

SISON, MARK ANTHONY SANTIAGO
Memorable Game Design
Supervising Professor: Dr. Rodion Podorozhny, Department of Computer Science
The use of a mace during university graduation ceremonies combines symbolic communication with the principle of vested authority at the most traditional and sacred of academic celebrations. The Texas State University ceremonial mace is made of cherrywood adorned with gold-plated brass accents. Atop the mace is the university seal, displayed on gold-plated bronze medals on both sides of a cherrywood disk. Beneath the seal, a cherrywood cylinder bears four 24-karat gold-plated bronze medals, engraved with the words AUCTORITAS, GRAVITAS, HUMANITAS, and VERITAS. These words come down to us from antiquity and represent our shared academic values:

Auctoritas: The sense of one’s standing gained through experience, industriousness, and service to others  
Gravitas: A sense of dignity, seriousness, and duty  
Humanitas: An appreciation for refinement, civilization, and learning  
Veritas: Truthfulness

The mace adds meaning and dignity to the commencement ritual. It reminds both participants and spectators that education is one of the most cherished attributes of a free and democratic society.
The gowns, caps, and hoods worn at university functions date back to the early days of the oldest universities in the Middle Ages. Monks and students wore them to keep warm in the damp and drafty 12th century halls of learning. This traditional academic dress had been gradually revised to the modern form that you see today.

All gowns have a semi-stiff yoke, long pleated front, and intricate shirring across the shoulders and back. The bachelor’s gown is worn closed, reaches about 8 to 10 inches from the floor and has long sleeves from which the arms extend at the wrist. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed and has long, pointed sleeves closed at the end, the forearm coming through a slit near the elbow, with the flowing sleeve extending down the thigh. The doctor’s gown may also be worn either open or closed but is distinguished by broad velvet panels down the front and by three velvet bars on the full bell-shaped sleeves. This velvet trimming may be either black or dark blue.

The black cap with maroon and gold tassel is worn by the holders of bachelor’s and master’s degrees; the black velvet tam with gold tassel is worn by holders of doctoral degrees.

The hood (not usually worn by the holders of the bachelor’s degree) is a black shell, silk-lined in the color or colors of the institution conferring the degree. The colors of Texas State University are shown by a maroon lining crossed with a gold chevron. The velvet border of the hood is the color signifying the field of learning in which the degree was earned and not in the department in which the major was completed. Thus, a degree conferred as master of education with a major in physical education requires the light blue of education rather than the sage of physical education. Similarly, the “doctor of philosophy” degree requires the dark blue of philosophy, not the color of the department in which the major of study was completed.

Colors signifying various fields of study that you may see today include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce, Accountancy, Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice, Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Oratory (Speech)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Silver Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
<td>Sage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration, Educational Leadership, Foreign Service</td>
<td>Teal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Peacock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TEXAS STATE OFFICIAL RING

The Texas State Official Class Ring is a lifelong representation of Texas State pride. The symbols on the ring capture the essence of Texas State.

Explanation of symbols
The top of the official ring features a Texas “lone star” set upon an oak-and-laurel wreath. Around the crown of the ring, the Texas State University name and the founding date of 1899 are spelled out.

The left side of the ring features Texas State’s original campus building, Old Main, with tubers floating by on the steady flow of the San Marcos River. The right side features the T-star-S-logo and is symbolic of the historic roots of Texas State. The T is for Texas and the S is for State. The star represents the star in both the university seal and the state seal of Texas. The school flower, the gaillardia, is engraved inside the ring. Also known as the Indian blanket, it is the source of Texas State’s school colors, producing showy gold-and-maroon flowers along freeways and highways, and representing Texas State throughout the state and beyond.

How to wear your ring
Before graduation: wear your ring facing in, so that when you look down at your hand you can read Texas State University.

At graduation: after you receive your diploma, turn your ring around so that the words Texas State University now face out, displaying your pride to the world.

TEXAS STATE TASSEL
Tassel turning is a time-honored tradition at Texas State. Baccalaureate, Master’s, and Specialist candidates wear a maroon and gold tassel adorned with a gold charm displaying the year of graduation. Doctoral candidates wear a solid gold tassel.

After diploma presentations, candidates are instructed to move their tassels from the right side of their cap to the left, signifying the completion of their degree at Texas State.

CORDS, STOLES, AND MEDALLIONS
Cords, stoles, and medallions are worn around the neck of graduates, signifying academic honors or other achievements. Cords are made of braided nylon in a variety of colors. Stoles are panels of silk that can be embroidered with letters or symbols. Medallions are made of metal or glass-like material and hang on colored ribbon.

Some items that you may see today include:

| Maroon and gold cords, solid | Maroon and gold cords, braided | Red, white, and blue cords, braided | Crystal medallion with maroon ribbon |
| Academic Honors | Athlete | Veteran, United States of America | Honors College |
Ceremonial Brass, a student ensemble, performs for some 14 Texas State Commencement ceremonies each year. *A Texas State of Mind*, a Medley of Texas tunes often performed at these events, was composed especially for them by former School of Music director Joseph Stuessy.

The Texas State School of Music’s wind and percussion ensembles have won national recognition and appeared at such distinguished festivals and conventions as the Texas Music Educators Association in San Antonio and the College Band Directors National Association in Seattle.

The Ceremonial Brass is one ensemble of many offered by the School of Music, including choirs, wind ensembles, symphony orchestra, mariachi, salsa bands, jazz bands, opera theater, modern music, percussion, steel drums, flute choir, trombone choir, horn choir, drumline, and, of course, Bobcat Marching Band! Though many ensemble members are music majors, many also come from a variety of disciplines across the entire campus, especially for Marching Band. Texas State music ensembles have performed across the U.S. and abroad, in South Africa, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Ireland, Czech Republic, Mexico, and The Netherlands.

The School of Music offers a busy lineup of concerts for the public, frequently including acclaimed guest artists. The Somos Músicos concert series is designed for music students to perform for each other in a supportive, informal setting. Reaching beyond the idea of a learning laboratory, “Somos Músicos” (“We are Musicians”) has become a motto for the entire school, expressing a collective passion for making music together.

Alumni can keep up with Texas State Music on the Web at music.txstate.edu.
Message from the Alumni Association President

Congratulations graduates, families and friends!

As you receive your diplomas today, we welcome you into the Texas State Alumni Family, a proud tradition that stretches back more than a century.

We celebrate your accomplishments and know great things lie ahead of you. No matter where the future takes you, we want to share in your successes and make sure you stay connected with Texas State University. Show your Texas State Pride by staying involved and joining the Alumni Association. Membership helps you network with other Bobcats and hear what’s happening on campus. Members receive great benefits like *Hillviews* magazine, access to Texas State University’s Career Services, special event invitations, and retail discounts on goods and services. Additionally, many cities across the country and state have alumni chapters to help you stay in touch with your fellow alumni.

It’s easy to be involved. Join our alumni online community, be part of our Facebook Fan Page, connect with us on LinkedIn, and follow us on Twitter. We encourage you to make sure you tell your friends to stay in touch, too. Discover all that Texas State has to offer you not just now, but for a lifetime.

You worked hard to earn your degree, and your alma mater is proud of you. You are now joining an alumni family that numbers more than 150,000 and is growing strong every semester. Be a part of your Alumni Association, demonstrate your Bobcat Pride, and join today – www.txstatealumni.org. It’s a great day to be a Bobcat!

Connect, Support, and Belong!

Dionicio (Don) Flores (BA ’73)
President
Texas State Alumni Association